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In Our 98th Year
-

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, January 21, 1977.

Frostbitten State
Welcomes Warming
Temperatures Today
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One Section — 12 Rages

Reevaluation Set Monday

-

Businesses Urged
To Continue Early
Closing On Weekend

Understandably, many Kentuckians
By The Associated Press
have been thinking only of the present •
- Snow-covered and frost-bitten
Kentucky welcomed moderating cold snap, the worst in more than a
temperatures today, and the National decade and perhaps one Of the worst in'
Weather:Service promised, week:grid_ history. For days, motorists have been
Jneal mecrhantsand residents _were_ i thousand cubic feet) in penalty
of relative warmth-thatcould produce unable to, negotiate slick, :-ceverel;)
urged to continue cooperating with the charges.
roadways, business and g ernment
the first thaw of the new year.
local government in an effort to con-Marshall said that if the city is able to
'Overnight lows generally were in the activity has been either' halted or
--- --- •
-sapie the-use of natural-win-Murray -_ c
-teens today, although some stations severely !,teurtailed, and the\ energy
'and Calloway County- by the Murray ',entitlement pertod, which ends March
crunch has literally left many families
reported single digit lows and Bowling
Common Council, meeting in special 31, and if the 50,000 mcf predicted
,
out in the cold.
Green fell to'zero.
,
session this morning.
overrun for the period can be deducted "
weekend-foree:astcalledfor highs. _ ALleaat three_ wtson_s_0_ve died from_
The cooncil heard' reports frein frau the systero's summer allotment,
5a1egia in the 111c. and 'ntn the /1Ik
....aggatherAeLatend_giqua,_police agen.State CII
Mayee-Jeltn--E,Seett-endlcseraystatt--affernatire-eite_thee*of-nwrinertnrtbe-.
,
some areas Sunday, with lows in the cies report, and -hundreds of---others
Club, presents a .clieci for i100 on behalf of the club to the. Res. Robert
superintendent Tommy Marshall at the additional gas used may become
unaccustomed to sub-zero ternteens to mid 20s. Suth readings, along
ineetingexhich adjourned at noon available other than payiqg the $10 per
Brockh off, president of the SIEEDline organization. The donation is to help ofperatures have been treated for • fset expenses of the operation.
'with accompanying sunny skies, could
today.
mcf penalty.
frostbite as well as bruises and broken
melt snow and ice that has collected
'Scott told-theicouricil that he, MarMarshall also emphasized his thanks
by
Gene
McCuicheon
Stan
Photo
bones after falls on slick sidewalks.
.since the first of the year.
shall and Calloway County Judge to the public for "their tremendous
A-taken-for-granted supPly system,
In hard-hit • Cevingtoni-for-instance,
-Robert 0. Miller had met earlier this --Loopy. ate's.' during the ei...e. genLy
the Ohio River,continues to be virtually
that warming trend could help rid the
morning and decided to urge the situation.
impassable, and even the moderate
area of some of . an all-time record 24
general public to continue the con‘'
The superintendent said that the
weekend forecast probably won't help
inches of snow that has fallen since Jan.
rv
effort least
'1 M da
system's four major users of natural
• to break up surface ice, officials sad.
1. '
, when the situation will be re-evaluated,
gas, Murray State University, Tappan,
Kentucky and Other states along the
If temperatures rise as expected;
Scott reported that businesses which
Vandetbilt Chemical and Ryan Milk .
river have felt_ the loss of - the river.
;cragged secondary roads'may become
revenue of -$118 million from the coal ' had voluntarily been opening only from Co., had -either entirely switched to
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
(
AP
)
.
Midway
and
silt
receives
Normally, the state
clear for the first time in days, and
10 a.' m. until 3 p.
since emergency
severance tax.
alternate' fuel sources or cut back
through the fiscal year, Revenue
hard-pressed natural gas and electric, other ice-melting --chemicals on river
`situatipn was declared earlier this
drastically their consumption -ofbasech-that
-4°Teease-16-1-he
-Commissioner
lleMaurice
.
Carpenter
-other
and
fuel
oil
.
barges,
as
well
as
utilities might finally shake,pff a series
_.
imuing downtrend in receipts from the . week, would be allowed to remain open naturalgas.
predicts the state will- reach its
_ •"
_eLshortages causeil_t).31_' EaCard-Can7.1.-. ..willtg-r.AaBle5_,_
in,en-Seturday,•
vttatrvY- .
estimated $1.2 billion income for the
But because of the freeze, the state
sumption.
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of the
The severance tax yielded$ .'___.• Scott emphasized that the program is
.
General Fund.
•
ha had to roimd up fleets of trucks to
But energy officials continued to
Calloway
County School System, has
strictly
voluntary
and
"I've
been
said:
million for the General Fund in the first
But, he said, there will be little,'if - ',
stress the need for moderation,asking ' help ship in supplies_
_real pleased with the way; everyone's .annoanced the school system's plans to
allot the fisratyear. This wasalt per
Thousands of school cialdren haven't -tiflYi-SorPla bY Aloe 30-'
- - -'-',---- '
residential customers, businesses and
•
coo-aerate-in energrconServatien. --,--cooperated in our emergency."
,cent below the corresponding period
seen the inside of a classroom since last - ' The General Fund finances most
government . offices to lower therMarshall explained that the cause of
„
.
. efforts to conserve •
In keeping with
state government operations. It went ' ' •
Christmas, and many systems won't
mostats to 68 degrees or lower.
.
the
emergency
situation
is
that
the
gas
has
become
more
coal
y energy_ ali--ttlloaay eurrota=Schsals —
_anvimarket
-The :
try to start classesagain until Monda_,y, slightly over $1 billion last fiscal year • - ielected__
Officials_pointedbut that_even it the
_although_ production- is
system has been u,sti g_i niore than R.s ''' .
bs
erve shortened ,_schoui - daYs- .
it. willo
'
for thefirst time.
•
.
recent severe Weather has spent its.' The Jefferson County system, the
a o e supp y o naturalgas on a aythe
previous
year,
prices
•
.
slightly
above
.duringthe week of Jan. 24-28," Dr. Rose
However,--Carpenter said_ he doubts
state's largest, has,cancelled the last 11
fury, the winter sea,son has only begun
to-day basis. • Marshall _said.that any said.
--.
ate not,"Carpenter said.
, . the state will. attain , its estimated
schooldays.
and future cold spells could cause
overruns of the city's entitlement would
salesarice
of
The
tax
is
based
on
the
,
•
lb_
.
_
(See
Gas-,
,
Page 12)
renewed euergy_cr.ises.
cost he -city-an -additional $10 per metnat;with cerratirmtnIttiunmser
The Commissioner said the impact of
the current freezing and subzero spell
also has an unpredictable effect on the
_
severance tax.
"A lot of strip mining has come to a
complete halt," he said, "and coal
barge traffic has slowed or stopped on
the Ohio and Kentucky rivers."
Americans nave built for themselves in
Residents of Calloway CouaV are
. He pointed out that this could be -more -heavily insured today thariViey
the form of life insurance has grown to
of t
the additional consurn- tion of
FRANKFORT,Ky. AP)-Kentucky
coal by utilities.
He said about 2,500 pounds of
Harris has said the loss' to farmers
. .
Qf this amount, some $26..5 billion is
dicate.
agriculture officials he-for a new, f
The..other major" category slippage
. garlicIde, a poisoned_ grain bait, has
hininto the'millions each year • "
on the lives'- of State of Kentucky
Although, thanks to -Social Security
weapon by next winter to use against
wasin corporation income taxes.
been put out at about 100- feedlots in
The birds also arehlarned for tranresidents. In 1970,' by way ofi comand private pension plans, they,have
the millions of blackbirds that plague
They totaled only $53 million, or a 15
Powell, ShelV, Hardin, Simpson ,and
smitting animal diseases and,possibly,_
parison, it was$17 billion.,
better financial'-Safeguards than they
farmers-during theirfour to five month
per Cent drcinforthisiiirianthS.- Logan counties.
_ _
spreading . histopasmosis„ a lung
And this; it .is noted, is exclusive of
once had, they -have been intreasing
stay each year, .
"We believe this is temporary," the
-We've had the material out on a
CDR"se. among humans.
their- overall insurance protection„ some insurance provided by the
The more than 30' million starlings,
commissioner said. '''torp_o_rate profits. -especially life insurance, in-the last few
large scale for about a week,"_ Gayle - Gayle said if a chemical .could be
Federal government -for veterans and
grackles, cowbirds and -redwinged
said."They're eating it."
found that is suitable.for use on the -1Fir -1976 are generally up, blit many
others.
years.,.
_
,blackbirds that migrate to the state
corporations appear to be exercising •
Birds that eat,ftarlicide usually die
roosts in any weather, it could be used
Just how much does this boil clown to
The trend is attributed, in part, tothe
annually have been-unmolested niost of
within a day or two, so officials will'
their option to pay much of their tax - 4, fact that people are more concerned
in the fall, before the roosts reach full
at the individual family level? The
this winter because of federal
soon . begin checking for increased
later in the year."
size, and possibly prevent them from
findings are that the average family in
than usual about the economy and
limitations on methods of externumbers of dead birds in roosts near
The sales tax and individual income
developing to the current levels.
the state carries an amount of inabout their future and want to bolster
minating them.
the baited feedlots to see if it is
tax collections are doing well.
-This would be not a stressing agent
surance that is equal to 21.8 months of
their financial security.
About 3 million birds were killed
working,Gayle said.
The sale,s tax total of $219.5 million
such as PA-14) or weather related
its net earnings, after taxes.
For the same reason, they have been
recently by detergent spray, and state
was 14 per cent above last year and
Farmers with feedlots have commaterial but a contact killing material
In Calloway County,'lased upon this
reducing their debt load and have been
Pest Control Director Coburn Gayle
plained bitterly to the Agriculture
income tax collections o1418.1' Million
for birds;" he said. "They're looking at
yardstick and upon the average net
putting more money aside as savings.
says poisoned bait in animal feedlots
Department about the inroads made by . one or two."
were tip 11.8 per cent.
As for life insurance coverage, it has income per family locally, the amount_
Will get rid of some more, but the birds
the hungry flocks on their gin sup"We assume salaries have been InIf one becomes available, he said,
of life insurance in force in the area is
reached an all-time high'in Calloway
will be leaving in March. .
plies. The birds also damage winter
agriculture officials would not try to do, creasing'and most people are spending
County. The total amount in force is close to $21-,730 per family.
Gayle said Thursday he is looking to
wheat, and sometimes corn before the
their increased pay," Carpenter said.
away with the-blackbirds completely.
Currently, the reports' Show, more .
.now approximately $219,013,000..
federal, wildlife_ officials_lor_better
fall harvest.
'The Road Fund, which often is iii • ,The basic statistics, for themationies than two out.ofevery three people in the
but only to "keep them in check, to
tilackbird control methods. "I hope
Agriculture Commissioner Thomas
financial straits, yielded $146.4 million, a whole-and for each of the states,come country have some form of insurance.
where we could live with them."
their roost control people will come up
in the _six months, a 14.7 percent
life insurance is the type most
_ gain:
from the Department of Commerce and
ulth a good roost control material
widely held. Group insurahce, which is
the American Council of Life
before next season," hesaid.
usually job-connected, is in 7second
Insurance.
Thennly chemical the U,S. Fish and
They show that the bulwark that place.

Carpenter Predicts
State Will Reach Goal
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Officials Hope For New
Weapon For Blackbirds

Local Residents Are.,
More Heavily Insured

Ordinary

Many Factors To Determine
How Workmens Comp Will Drop History Already Is

against the giant blackbird roosts is
PA-14, a detergent that washes away
'oils that protect thetirds,causing theM
to die of exposure.
For that to work -the- -terrilieribire
must be 35 to 45 degrees and there must
FRANKFORT,,Ky. (API - knew
be one-half inch of rain or more after
law is expected 'to _substantially cut
the roost issprayed.
Workmen's Compensation insurance
Those conditions don't come along' premiums, but other faebars-such as
- often. The birds have been in the stateincreased maximum benefits for insince October and the Agticultiire
jured workers - will determine just
Department has been ready to spray
how much of a rate break Kentucky
since November, but the right weather
induStries get.
'
never materialtled until last week.
hammered out during the
Legislation
,
, A _helicopter dumped about 1,500recent special session of the Kentucky
'gallons of PA-14 on a roost near
General -Assembly -*as expected to
.Russellville in Logan County, and most., result in a 14.2 per cent decrease in
of the 3 million birds there died.
rates. State Insurance Commissioner
- Gayle is ready-to spray other roosts,
Harold McGuffey said Thursday that is
but now it is too cold to rain, sO he is
still a "ballpark figure," but that other
-concentrating on the feedlot baiting
factbrs could cut into the decrease'. '
project.
, ,Insurance rates climbed an average
Of 32.5 per cent last year.
The new rates- Which probably will
TODAY'S INDEX
not
be , set before March - will be
One Section Today
retroactive to Jan. 1, McGuffey said.
3
2,
t Local Scene
The commissioner expects to receive
2
X Horoscope
proposed rate lilings frqm the New
34
pearAbby
York-based Warta-lien's Compensation
, .4
Mon Page
coiancil
by-early next week.
6,7
SPorts - ThO -,council gathers data frOrn in10
.
Crossword
surance companies, industries and,the
10
state revenue department and prepares
10,
1,1
Classifieds
rate filings for 28 states ieclhding
12
- Deaths & Funerals.

Its filings are subject to approval by
the Kentpckylpsurance Commission
.
McGuffey skid the filings should
reflect the legislative action taken last
Mostly clear tonight and -Saturday.
month, but that, "they may tave
s tonight from 10 to 15. Highs - somethingelse in there."
'Lo,ki
Sat &fry in the 30s.; NorthiveSterly
• For tthing,state law provides or
dirninishipg from :20 miles an
win
an inc ase in , maximum weeklji
lnnir tonight. Precipitation chances $
benefits from $96 to mi. . •.
per cent tonight, and 15 per cent
"If the companies pay out more
:Saturday.
4,
money, they're going to haveto collect

Mostly dear

-'
accounted for 10.2 per cent of the rate..
more," McGuffey said.
"That will result in . a slight in- 'increase.
McGuffey said Deputy Insurance
erease1." of about 2 to 2.5, per kent, hr
• ,.ComMissioner Jim-Carigan will review
said.
.
the counciii rate-filings, directing anY
Other factors also could mean a rate
revisions that are needed.
increase - such as the normal annual
review of experience. Last year that
(See Drop,Page 12)

Hospital Board Meets
In Regular Session
The Murray-Calloway County
linspital Board, meeting in regular ,
Session last night, discussed several
items, Mainly on construction projects
at the hospital.
_
The board members discussed the doctors office building now in the
planning stages; . and ----accepted . a
proposal from Gresham and Kerr, John
Keeling Associates, on th irsontract to
do the architectural
or on t
building.
The board alto briefly disussed
proposed contract with the cpnstructian
manager, but postponed action, until
'further information is available.on the
financing of the office building.
Administrator Stuart
-top
°s
reported on the progress made on the
fiaancing, saying that he has compled
the application for a loan from the
Farmek Home\Adrinnistration:.111A.
with be submitted today. The proce
Will take from four to six weeks befores
definite answer is received."
Poston also said that he has-been U1
-

contact with cemmerciat.lending.in
KfiffffiortS and has received at least one
. definite proposal in the ra)ige of 84.per
cent interest.. .
The board discussed some problems,.
'in negotiating the lfiner points -of the
agreement *between the doctors of the
Houston-McDevitt .Clinic group. Consultants from the Drexel Toland firm
which has been handling the
negotiations are expected to be' here
next week to work out some of the
•details:
Mayor John Scott brought up. the
possibility of. putting -a culvert in the
creek on the south -portion-of the
_hospital grounds. He noted-that a new.
bridge is needed on Eighth Street, and
the city would need to know the plans of,
the board before beginning work. It viai
the qoncenus.of the board that the area
will _ eventually ajle' developëd tutu
•
park g.
Dr.' Lowry reported that Dr.\Billy
Pool has joined the -clinic group and is
now practicing at thebOtnital.
r

Treating Ford Kindly
WASHINGTON ("AP - Gerald R.'
.Ford left town saying that history will
treat his presidency kindly. It already.
. _

head son letini`es, and tripped, and ga%
dull speeches. and couldn't pronounce'
the name of Sen. S. I. Ili*akawa even
when taltipaigning for him
IS.
Rut he said he'd do histest What-the
,
In an extraordinary' Moment,.
job derilarlded. hetried
President tarter began his new adWith Ford, what you saws was what
ministration with a 'tribute to his
yoU got, and that inspired trust. Even
vanquished Republican rival
those who challenged his programs and
"For myself and for our nation, I
questioned his competence could not •
Want._ to- thank my.predecessor for all
find r.otiuids to asail his motives.
that he has done to heal our land."
11\s Vlorl$atjay style in the tas-ks of-the
r.••• Abplause, then cheers, for the loser:
Tirrsittnr, •W
whifiltr5Veg an unC4/inntohtegar5-.
ot."Ctre evident
than in the-2 2 months that followed his
'Denied in his quest to win itho
tlar MIA' deft-at by Carter, •as---Ford-presidency fOrhirriSelf, Ford said in'his
sought to smooth the transition of
last days that his greatest satisfaction
power to his Democratic successor.
was • the ,restoration of trust and
It was part of the job.
confidence in the White Houle he held
„
Yet neyer hail an incumbent of -one
.
by afipoifitrnent.
party done SO, IIILICh to assist the vic- Ford the President has been
torious cmuhtfate of the_pther. carter
eulogized as the man who restored
said the- (.()operation was undecency to the,White House, but it was
precedented.
more than thatA
•
•
While Franklin I') Roosevelt awaited That almost surely would have
inauguration, be shunned the .defeated_
happened had.another an succeeded
111.rbert • ,Hoover. Harry S Truman
Fbchard• M. Nixon, who was net, after
w&ikln't -' ride to the Capitol • with
all, a bard act to follow.
President-elect Dwight D. Eisenhower.
A mere absence of mantle! • and
When his. turn-reterne,.._Elaerthewer
wrongdoing was not enough to regain
privately described the ineoming John.
the 'trust shattered by two year's of
F.. Kennedy as "that boy." Lyndon B.
Watergate.
Johnson was proper but no•more than
To the task. ut, restoration, 'F'brd
brought a special ift, for he was art that as Nixon prepared for office.
orsiinary than, wh ,never pretended This_tranSition was differenta-and-tt
otherwis i. A •better politician would' wts Ford'a doing."
4 •
.
•
,'1 wanted,thenew PreSident to get off
have ma e a Worse president for his
to an easier start than I had,- Ford
. .
time.
Here was-a man who benmed his said, •

•
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Observations
By

•

•

Hart

opening it, into the goodby list. was my first ring - a topaz
-.Snow bound ,Results in
No, there cciuld be sOmething mounted in gold, which my
Separations
Attic
This snowbound season Precious in it." I raised the lid. - parents had given on nay
reminds nie of such a time in What was the first picture I sixteenth birthday; another
1966. when school was closed saw? My baby photogra0-'ring, a ruby solitaire had
Murrayans-were.pa,ssing. that Mother. had saved. "It's4significant meaning. The
and
- Frances Drake
the time in indoor activities. kinda cute," I thought and dollar-ninety-eight watch I
My concern was in getting gently laid it with the keep- • had used in my first school
FOR SATURDAY,
to move from our three- sakes. There were the pictures teaching; the double circle
ready
JANUARY 22,1977
story house to a new smaller of Grandfathe,r and Grand- brooch that had been worn by
What kind of day will one - making ready for mother. I can't throw them mother;. old ear clips; pins,
tomorrow be,To find out what • retirement from my work with away. Grandfather is quite In ,strings of beads to occupy my
the stars say, read the forecast
Murray High School, and style with his long hair, interest and time."What shall
given for your birth Sign.
separating the things I wanted sideburns and whiskers." The I do with them? They are Still
to keep from the collection faded kodak pciture made on pretty and I might use them to
ARIES
)Mar. -21 to Apr. 20)
our _wedding trip to Oklahoma decorate trinkets. They don't
stored in the attic.
An uneipected invitation to
This separation began in prompted, "This I must keep, take up much maim. I'll keep
an evening get-together holds February and involved going too." There were pictures of them"
r
CUB SCOUTS from Den Two,Pack 76, North Calloway Elementary, and from Dens One and Two,add Webeloes
some interesting surprises. Just
groups,
family
babies,
had
through a collection that
of Pack 73, Southwest Calloway Elementary, recently participated in a special event together. On the left are Anwhat you need!
A trunk, Dad's possession
accumulated in our twenty couples, and graves covered
TAURUS
thony Cloys, Mike Rogers,Ron Rogers, Mike Thompson,and Mike Wells, North Cub Scouts,with Dannie Harrison as
pr. 21 to May 21) (
- (CIP
,
years living in this place, and with flowers. Many of them I since he was a little boy, held
Pack leader and Marge Cloys and Sharon Rogers as den mothers, from North Elementary. On the right are Jay'
elf-control and a deter- the forty years we had been could not identify, so the pictures, his Bible, twists of
Thompson, Tony Ray, Jackie Brewer, Chuck Parker, Joey Rezroat, Jonathan Burke, Michael Parks, Brett Waugh, Bobion to avoid arguments married. Not only did I have. remainder of the km was fed, chewing tobacco, a hymn
by Quist, Conrad Parker, Donald Phillips, Chris Lamb, Mike McCallon, Ricky lovint, Michael Grimes, David Rogers,
born
Persons
now.
required
to the goats.
vest, and
had
favorite
his
we
but
book,
our
accumulation,
Timmy Manning, Cub Scouts, with Tommy Orr, Mitchell Gooch, and Greg Douglas, Webeloes, with Fred
and
under some—Signs may be a bit
two dolls. The china headed
• eda" so do nothing to stir up Inherited-irony-friends- and
as Cub Master, tarry Gooch as leader of Webeioes, and Suzanne Thorimson, Hazel Ray, Fay Manning, and
Douglas
After a morning of flash- one was Mother's. She won it
relatives who moved away
differences. •
as den mothers,from Southwest Elementary.
Lovins
Sylva
mato by Gerald Carter
GEMINI
and left things for us to keep. backs and lunch, I went back for getting the most spelling
) May 22 to June 21)
and to the memory show. The headmarks when she was a
separation
This
You may have to make some classification was a lob did footstool bought for nargiill3 little girl. The doll had a china
vPs, AheikeziAtatave„_
qIli
antique shew-ifr-Feanit—locit an angers' On „a -nand- - •
alternative methods in mind. not an dettrate—wittr--any—in-an
the thought, missing. They were broken by
Some of your philosophical pleasure and began in fort, brought
Transportation committee
concepts are now subject to February. But it had to be "Bless it, life was not long me as I played with the
for Senior Citizens
meeting
sudden change.
done and I made a plan to with us," for it had fallen keepsake when I was a little
Sunday, January 23
Friday, January 21
Saturday, January 22
Triangle Inn at
CANCER
at
be
will
make it as pleasant as apart soon after joining our girl. The other doll was a
The reception for Mr. and
Quad-State Festival for
Gospel singing featuring
June 22 to July 231 ISO possible.
family. Another old suitcase bisque with real hair and eyes
m.
p.
seven
Mrs. Anthony Rutledge_ who
Extravagance in. general .not
I reasoned that we could - was opened. The suitcase that opened and closed and senior high band members The Hinsons, the. Florida were recently married has
recommended, but spending on
with
State
Murray
at
start
and
Boys,
will
Dixie
be
will
Echoes
of
part
Sinking Spring Baptist
was my sixth birthday gift.
business entertainment now ,rnove and leave it all for alone represented a
practice from eight a.m. to ten at Jeffrey gym, Calloway been changed from the Church Bible Study will be
him
given
was
It
life.
George's
pieced
tops
did
quilt
were
I
There
but
keep
to
else
someone
justified if good will results.
County High School, at eight Peoples Bank Community from seven to nine p. m.
LEO
not want to have my closet arid by the government when he by Mother in snowy winters p.m.
p.m. The event is being Room ta the home of Mr. and
(July 24 to Aug. 231
attic skeletons exposed to was discharged from the past. Everything in the trunk
Mill Symphonic Band, sponsored by the Fraternal Mrs. Rutledge, 312 South
Don't let blind loyalty to a others. "I'll make a game of army. It was unique in its could not meet my qualifying
Meals for senior.citizens are
Ninth Street, Murray. Friends
friend or associate involve you it. I'll consider it a chore of style - was all leather, large, time standards."I can't throw directed by Prof. Paul Order of Police of Murray.
to be served at
scheduled
may call during the reception
in a bizarre situation. It's a day
and expanded in size to Meet them to the goats. They are Shahan, and MSU Jazz Lab
twelve noon at the North
for being strictly conventional. separating the sheep from the
m.
p.
seven
to
five
Of
Band, directed by Prof.
Concert by High School hours
Second Street Community
goats, The sheep will be things the need, and, was made pricelesi."
VIRGO
Raymond Conlirn, will—per- -IrOnor-Rand from Quad-State Please note' orange of place Center. Donation for food
to keep and the goats will be secure with two leather
i Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
announcement.
previous
from
p.m. in Lovett Will be at Lovett Auditorium
If yOulalti tnitibr ann6yatites - discarded." -How was I to straps. Someone borrowed it
requested. Laura Todd will
There were other items - the form at eight
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--PADUCAH PATIENT
James Harold Ezell of
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Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
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Then I had a son. On his 10th birthday, God chose to take
my beloved father from me. Again, a happy day was
turned into a sad one.
Have you any words of comfort for me, Abby? I feel as
though the Lord has punished me, but for what, I do not
know.
Another thing. People describe themselves as
God-fearing-ehristians." I have read the Scriptures and
can find nothing in.them that says we should FEAR God.
So, when people want to describe themselves as "god
Christians," why do they say the are "God-fearing"
Christians?
HAVING DOUBTS

1Decvt.Abi

DEAR HAVING: Read the Book of Job again and
restore your faith in the Lord. According to My dictionary,
"God-fearing" means "devout."
The Old Testament tells us (in Ecclesiastes) to "Fear
God and keep Its commandments."

Sis Retaliates
With a Low Blow

zDE,ikR ABBY: When letters come to kou asking about
whether a girl should wear a bra or not, you should take
the opportunity to say, "Yes," with a capital "Y," and then
explain that girls who have ample bosoms and fail to
support them become victims of Cooper's Syndrome.
To further explain: Native African women whose
pictures you see in the National GeOgraphic magazine have
never known what a brassiere was, and consequently their
breasts are all stretched out and hang practically to their
waists. They are victims of Cooper's Syndrome...or
Cooper's droop.
Please tell girls that as soon as they have something to
hold up, they should invest, in a brassiere, and wear it
faithfully.
When I set young girls with full bosoms going braless,
bobbing up and down and thinking they are liberated. I
want to cry. It's too lath for me, so sign me...
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SAVINGS

WORTH YOUR
INTEREST
KWIK
KOVER

.......
DEAR ABBY: The clan gathered at my sister-in-law'se
house for a holiday dinner. Everyone was nice and friendly
until Sis turned to me and in a very loud voice said, "Say,.
what color would your hair really be if you didn't dye it?
---------------------------------------------Gray?"
Taken competely by surprise, I said the first thing that
came to mind: "Ill tell you what color my hair really is if
you tell me how much you really weigh." (Sis is very fat.
She claims she has a thyroid condition, but she eats
constantiy.)- — Weil, tintraS get pretty hot around there, and now the
DEAR FLIP: I'll pass your works of warning and
whole'fAlnily —including my husband—is furious with me wisdom on to my readers. Girls, hie thee to a-corsetierel
for insulting the hostess.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
I )n't see why her privacy is any more sacred than
_so
reply, write to ABBY. Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
mi , but if you think I should apologize, I will.
NOT IRISH FOR NOTHING Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
DEAR IRISH: Even though she struck the first blow,
you were childish and unkind to have struck a lower one. If
it will restore peace in the family, apologize.
DEAR ABBY: I have always believed in God, and in His
goodness, but I am now having doubts.
There are 365 _days in every year, yet on my wedding
anniversary, the most joyous day of the year for me, God
chose to take my_beloved mother from this earth. So now.
instead of-c-eTebrating my anniversary, it has-become a day
of sadness and mourning.
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JOHNSON BOY.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman
weowanii

'De, Murray, announce the

birth of a baby boy, Andrew
Dale, weighing six pounds 9',2
ounces, born on Thursday,
January 6, at 3:05 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed at
Ryan Milk Company.
Grandparents are Mr.' and
wtthout
Mrs. Henry C. Johnson of
Benton and Mr. and Mrs. Sam
, Cook of • Murray. Great
1
grandparents are Mr: and
(
Mrs. G. E. Vaughan of Starkete0M41T00/Hostess
Miss., Mrs. Bonnie
ville,
Gifts and InJohnson and Mrs. Ivaline
formation are
Sullivan, both of Mayfield. and
The Key. to Your
Sig Johnson of Wingo.
New Community
Mrs. Kathrya Outland
Phase 83-3575
et,44-
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_Amt. Open it \-ete Concord
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Optinust (Jul) .11
Farriltrifton llects

WISE TRYING/ Peoples Bank is cooperating in the energy emergency by curtailing their
opening hours 1000 am. to 3:00 p.m. unti the emergency is relieved. Teller-24 continues to
serve your banking needs 24 hours a day-7days a week at their North and South Offices.

1 °

Net wt 5 in bag eOor shavings
Perfect for small animal cages
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I still wonder when I hear-it
BY. Estelle Spiceland
-"We have -come- a-tong
January 12;i977
Yes, but which way?
way."
breaking.
January's record
cold weather taught us that in Upward or downward, and if
some ways, modern Methods man has fewer worries in
are,not so far advanced from these modern days, why so
the ways of our fore-fathers, many suicides.
When water pipes freeie, Cbncord is glad to have the
cars will not start, highways big store re-opened by the
are too slick TOTWINTrandWO—Rebensr-from-nearthe-Rala*
many are•entirely dependent Guard Station, Paris Landing.
upon electricity for warmth, And we are glad the Tappan
light, and food, we wish for the strike is at last over
James Futrell was even
ingenuity and fortitude of
those who could live without opriinistic about the shows.
Said the snow would be worth
modern conveniences. •
There is something to be lots to farmers' grain crops,
said for those old homes with besides hinder forest fires.
I had only thought of .the
.- wood burning cook stoves and
to many and the
discomforts
buckets
water
open fireplaces,
and cisterns, wooded paths to accidents caused by slick
neighbor's houses, and mule roads.
-The young pianist for The
and wagon conveyances.
Of course there were hard- Kings Sons narrowly escaped
in a two car
s rious in'u
water shortage caused no collision at an icy intersection.
panic. The.iron teakettle was --A-cvngragation had recently..
filled from the well and put on 'enjoyed the singing. of this
the stove or fireplace, and group at the very comfortable,
renovated Blood River Baptist
filled the need.
Maybe the outside of the Church.
People from different walks
human platter was not so
scrubbed in those days, but of life are needed during such
surely the inner man's times as these.
Long ago a then successful
thoughts were cleaner than
business man from a city was
today.
visiting in Concord with his
lovely young daughter. He
jokingly said that after he
educated her, she would likely
marry a mechanic or plumber.
Now we have an over
college
of
abundance
graduates, but how inthe
are
dispensirble
mechanics and plumbers!
So let's not underestimate
the, service rendered by
firemen, policemen, and all
kinds of public servants. We
- dapezulant i.pon ewh
other.
Our sympathy is extended to
the sorrowing. May 1977 bring
comfort and new hope to
" everyone:
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any other hair spray • Alberto
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Anacon is recommended tor
fast pan relief from haedaches
and
body aches
colds
neuralgia Box of 190

The mouthwash and gargle
with a fresh minty taste For
clean breath and daily oral
care 1241 oz

REG

93c
ngles newfangled potato
ips stay fresh in the
tile crush proof cans
Net wt 9 oz

LUNCHEONE"ITE
SPECIAL
Hamburger Steak,
Choice of 2
Vegetables,
Hot Rolls, Butter
And Coffee or
ICe Tea

MEN'S LONG SLEEVE'
Only
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SHIRTS

00

(;reat Wrth Stark or Jeans

—MEWS
FLANNEL
SHIRTS

Price Good
Mon.,Tue. Only

3

Reg.
3.97

The Farmington Optimist
Club held its regular meeting
on Thursday, January 14. k'
the Farmington High School.
Club officers announced
that the club is seeking new
members and anyone wishing
more information about the
organization can contact an
member or attend the
meetings.
Meetings"are held each
second Thursday night at.
Farmington High School. and
each fourth Thursday night at
the Farmington Community
.._
Building.

Only
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Storewide Clearance Sale
Everything in the store is on sale. Values up to 50% Off
Sale Ends Feb.5
Mesh

Football Jerseys
Puma & Adidas
7-Shirts - 3.00 each

One Group

One Group
.

tine Group

LADIES KNIT

One Group

$1

TOPS

GIRL'S

Several Assorted
.;Styles
Similar.To Illus.

DRESSES

Values Up to 10.00

DRIEON-HUNTSPORTMG ROODS
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y_A Few To
Sell At This Price
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BOY'S
LONG SLEEVE

SHIRTS
Great-Looking Shirts
At A Low,Low Price
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Only

Only
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HEARTLINE is a service for senior benefit is determined by what income
Citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to you have, and your living arrangement
answer questions and solve problems — — that is, if you live by yourself, with
fast. If you have a question or a another person, or in a home,and so on.
HEARTLINE: I am 72 years of age
publem not answered In these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E. and work at a newsstand part-time.
Qayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio However, I don't make enough money_
46381. Senior citizens will receive to meet my expenses. Could I get any
prompt replies but you must include a money -under Supplemental Security
stamped; self-addressed envelope. The Income? L.G.
most useful replies will be printed in
ANSWER: That would.depend on how
much- money you were making at the
this column.
newsstand. The first $65 of income
HEARTLINE: I was talking to a
fellow Medicare beneficiary and he earned monthly, or $85 if you're not
receiving any other income, is not
mentioned- some sort of "carryover
counted in determining how much you
pyovision." What's that? S.F.
will receive from Supplemental
ANSWER: Under the law, any
Medical expenses incurred in the last Security Income. And, if you earn more
three months of a year which are ap- than that, for every two dollars you
earn, your Supplemental Security
plied to your $60 Part B deductible for
that year can be carried over and ap- Income check would be reduced by one
plied
your deductible for the dollar.
following year. In effect, such expenses
Call your toed Social Security office
to find out if you're eligible for Supare counted twice:
,HEARTLINE: What starts a "benefit plemental Security Income and if so,
period" under Medicare, and when how much you might receive.
does it end? V.K.
ANSWER: A benefit period begins
the first time you enter a hospital after
your hospital insurance coverage
Murray-Calloway County
The
starts. It ends when you have been out
Ertiiiders Association held its charter
oT.a hospital tor other facility primarily
banquet last night at the Holiday
providing
skilled — nursing
or
New officers installed were Clyde
rehabilitation services) for 60 days in a
Johnson, Guy Spann, Jackie Burkeen,
row.
&pew benefit period -then begins-the -- .44-1-0416.C.6the40.
Formal approval of more than 21 2
next time you enter a hospital. There is
million dollars in federal funds to help
no limit on the number of benefit
construct a new fine arts building at
_periods you can have.
Murray State University has been
:HEARTLINE: I receive $118 from.
received from the U. S. Office of
Supplemental Security Inconie and a
Education, according. to Dr. Ralph H.
small Social Security check each
Woods. MSU president.
month, but it doesn't meet my expenses
The average for the sale of dark fired
each month, and I can prove item by
tobacco for the -past week on the
item how much my expenses are. If I
Murray floors has been listed at $41.11.
bring my receipts down to Social
Deaths reported include Albert C.
Security, can I get my Supplemental
Weatherford,Sr.
Security check increased? T.T.
In high school basketball garnes
ANSWER: Proving to Social Security
North Marshall downed Calloway and
what your monthly expenses are will
Fulton City downed Murray High. Stan
not change the amount of Supplemental
• Key got 36 for -Calloway and- Tony'.
Security Income benefits you receive. '
Rayburn got 18 for Murray.
The Supplemental Security Income

10 Years Ago

prkxh, t.,1 I,
•INI'd I,, perflaSsli ,

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

replied, "Master, we have toiled all the
Jesus Calls His Disciples
night, and have taken nothing;
•
Having won a complete victory over
nevertheless at thy word I will let down
Satan, who had assailed Him with all
the net." That was one of the finest
We've got another t and hopefully the
Here's a list of nine mottos selected
the seductive .temptations of the
expressions of obedience to Christ that
final) chapter to add in the saga of by a private jury as all time greats:
physical senses, such as appetite,
was ever recorded. It was obedience in
naming the new arrival at our house.
1. When It Comes -To Giving, Some !•
adventure, and ambition, and having
spite of physical exhaustion following
For those of you that missed the first People Stop at Nothing.
begun His public ministry, our Lord
the hard labor of the previous night. It
chapter, here's a brief summary:
2., To Err is Human, to Forgive is
was ready to call some disciples or
was obedience in the midst of doubt
After the birth of our new daughter, Against Company Policy,
helpers to work with Him in behalf of
concerning the remote possibility of
mom and dad decided to name her Jill - 3. When Everything's Coming Your
others, and then to carry on His work
success at fishing when the blue waters
Suzanne. Our four-year-old (Rifksell) Way, You're Probably on a One-way -after His departure from them.
were shimmering in the morning sun.
however, had other thoughts. He Street.
Mark I28
And it was obedience in spite of failure
wanted to name his new sister Melissa
4: Keep- Both-Feet on the Ground and
As Christ wanted by the^ Sea of
the night before. Jo,
the
same
You'll
Never Get Your Pants Off.
name
as
a
classmate
of
his
He
saw two pairs of brothers,
Galilee,
in Mrs. Betty Gore's pre-school class.
5. Quiet People aren't the Only Ones
As soon as they cast their nets into the
one pair of whom was,fishing and the
_
Russell came up with a solution to the
Who Don't Say Much.
water, their obeli-ewe-- was---rtehly
her was mending neti:To Simon Ind
problem of naming—the baby- girt'
6. How Can I--Be Wrong When I'm So .-AricTrest,
" Tie. 'Said,- reward-ecrwith a catch that filled both
however. He decided.that we could call
Sincere.
boats. This incident teaches that there
"Come ye after me." This call was not
her _what we wanted to and he would.
7. You Don't Have To Be A Cannibal
IS always a blessing in obeying Christ
to salvation, but to service. He
call her What he wanted to. And that's
To Get Fed Up With People.
despite appearances or adverse circhallenged them to leave their fishing
exactly what he's been doing.
8. A Friend in Need is a Friend to
cumstances. Abundant success will
business, the loved ones -with whom
Then comes a note from the real
Avoid.
crown the efforts of all Christians who
they were associated, and the interests
Melissa Jo's parents, Bob and Bettye
9. It's Not Whether You Win or Lose,
render implicit obedience to Christ. To
with which they were surrounded in
Baker. It seems that Melissa Jo, too,
but How You Place the Blame.
trust and obey Him is the secret of a
order that they might work in parthad given quite a bit of thought to
Bernstein added that his reason for
happy, successfid;and useful Christian
nership with Him.
naming
our
these favorite mottos is the
repeating
new
arrival,
only
she
had
life.
When Christ oalled men to assist Him
decided Rebecca was the appropriate
newest motto of the month which he
in His work, He did not call learned men
Out of his remarkable experience
thinks band we agree) is interesting and
name.
from the rabbinical school, but they
Peter received a twofold vision. It wasWe had to agree with.the Baker's. Jill
wise enough to deserve enshrining. It
a vision of himself — his littleness and
were humble and busy young men from
Suzanne Melissa Jo Rebecca is too long
the common walks of life. The world's
unworthiness. It was also a vision of
a moniker-to-hang-on-any-child, legdllyr
—Just Because You Have a Job Don't
outstanding soul-winners have been
Christ, who loomed more wondrous to
anyway.
Feel You MustStop Looking for Work.
men of humble origin, and often of
him than ever before. His conJust to set the record straight,.her
• --04-0
Meager training. Christ called these
sciousness of sin and his contrition for
-birth certifiCate will list her name as
The energy conservation efforts _
industrious and cooperative young men
sin qualified him for greater usefulness
Jill Suzanne. We'll just have to wait and
agreed to by the city and county
to leave their secular work as fishers of
tn the Service of his Lord.
governments here appear to be
see
which
or
her
"five"
names
she
fish and to follow Him as fishers of men.
Christ called and commissioned these
ansyers to.
working. We think the spirit of
He simply transferred the special
-fishermen to the same kind of worit, but
cooperation
displayed by all concerned, 0+
0
qualifications of these men from the
in another and higher realm. They were
Sid Bernstein, writing in Advertising. businesses, government officials, .in_LiaturitLAQ_Lbe _sikkititul _sphere
-rtTlbrgeriastItitrIttlf/Tglf,
Age:- fillirebtne up wifrrrory on tW-7-stitutionrZnd indivictuall i ninworthy
Fisheemen they were, and fishers -of
men for Christ, which was a far more
Let's Have Better Mottos Assn., run by
and deserving of praise.
men they were to become. However,
worthy occupation. It was and is the - John Yeck of Dayton when he isn't
before they could become _what He
noblest work in all the world. In
attending to the more seriousIspects of
wanted them to be, it was necessary for
response.to- the command and Com- - -sales promption_:.- ,-----._•'_-.-1-"--.,u_gh:
'them to -follow Him and learn from
mission which they received, the
The mottos. which are pretty much
Wherefore we receiving a kingHim. Growth inability, efficiency, and
fishermen forsook all and followed
cornball won't win any literary awards
dom which cannot be moved, let us
effectiveness is guaranteed to all who
Christ. Such followers are a joy to
or
displace any first rate comedians but
have grace, whereby we may serve
will follow Christ.
Christ and a benediction to the world.
they are fun. The stated purpose of the
GO . . . with reverence and godly
Without hesitating or attempting to
May we also yied ourlives to Christ to
association is to de away with such
fear. Hebrews 13:28.
excuse themselves, these men gave up
be used when, where, and as-- He
mottos as "Think," "A Penny Saved is
their gainful employment, severed
What a Joy to know that we have
desires.
a Penny Earned," "Do It Now," and
home ties, and went with Christ,
the unshakable fOundation of God,
replace them with non-inspirational
believing that He was able and willing
Let us'respond with joy and praise
mottos.
to supply all of their needs. When they
responder! to Christ's calL He trained..
led, and blessed them in a great way.
Linked to Christ's call is His gloriouspromise,
will make you to become
fishers of men." Anyone„Who follows
Christ closely will be a fisher of men. .
- A successful fisher of men must liveclose to Christ, pray much, study the
Bible, let the Holy Spirit guide him, be
tactful in his approach to tho1e for
whom he is fishing, talk. with the individual alone, show him his need of
Christ and that he can be saved only by
trusting Christ, refuse to be drawn into
an argument,and depend upon the Holy
Spirit to do His work.
Luke 5:4-11
Early one morning Christ preached
to a large number of people from Simon
Peter's boat. Then, He told Peter to
launch out into the deep water and to let
down the net for a draught of fishes.
That command was contrary to all
accepted rules of The craft, but Peter

.Bibb°,
. Thf)

h_ t-

20 - ears Ago
W. B. Moser of Murray will be one of
six leaders going with the seventy-four
Boy Scouts from thi-§ area to the niiirth
National Jamboree at Valley Forge,
Pa.,this July.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Fannie
New officers of the Calloway County
Farm Bureau are Holmes Ellis, Leon
Chambers, B. W. Edmonds, .B. H.
Dixon,'Mrs. Curtis Hays, Mrs. James
Harris, and Erick Dick.
Fred Wilson was speaker at the
special youth service held at the Spring
Creek Baptist Church last night.- •
Showing at the Varsity, Theatre is
"Crime In the Street" starring Sal
Milne() and . "Keller's Kis.r- starring
Frank Silvera.

Let's Stay Well

Automobile Safety And Children'
By F.J.L Blasingame, MD
: Q: Mrs 1! D exprems conchances. Between 2,500 and 3,000
surance Institute of Highway
children were killed in 1973 in
t•ern that her daughter-m -law
Safety of- Washington, D.C., your
/Imes her car around town-and
automobde accidents, arid about 'local health department and
(IQ the highway without any
four million are hurt annually.
many automobile'dealers.
itafety belts on herself or on her
many with senous head injures.
Your daughter-in-law
Ihree children The youngsters
typical American. According to
to
is
too
young
infant
who
•
An
are all over the car. playing and
a recent survey of over 5,000ausit up can be. restrained loosely,
)eimping and paying NO attention
tomolides
containing at least one
in a basket that is belted to the
4o the dangers of possible accioccupant under age 10, 93 perfitchildren
can
be
Larger
seat
always
grandmother
tdent This
cent of the pamerigers under age
ted with a harness or belt to preeastens her seat belt, tries a but of
10 were not restrained. Child
thrown
being
from
vent
.them
what
education and wonere-rs
pamengers were more liki•11/to
dashed
the
car,
or
about
inside
be restraioed if the driver iias
.'else can be done.
m
the
pavement
acorns,
thr
restrained, but 75 per ceot of the
. A: You.*hive broitght up a
it ent of a ceiLsh.
:TOMMOR, sefloss problem that
children were not eqwpped vkith
Safety information is available
.
seat restraints when the driver
;has no ready so
was, even if he or she was the
4 Tao many of us are careless through the National Safety
child's parent •
about seat belt octet.): and take Council of,Chicago, the In•
-•
•
1

Obviously, additional safety
research and education are essential to 'men driver and passenger accidents that result in
deaths and disabilities
How Many Adults Are
Toothles? 4.
Q: On the basis cif a guess, Mr
R.W thade a bet at party about
the number of toothless Americans, and he wants to know the
facts,
.
A: According to the Ar_oerican
Dental Association, 215 million
American achilts-- are toothless
(edentulous)

You're what's happening today!
We applaud your drive and
foresight, and the great
achievements you've made in
this community. Many thanks.

Bank of Murray
FDIC
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Worstup

11 00
MASOWS CIIAPla

Worstup

•

10 00
PALISTNI UNMD
Worship Service 1 1 a ni , 1st Suodsy , 10 00 a
in 3rd. Sundah-Sunday School 10:00 a. m..
2nd k 4th
•• -----s..b..,"_.-...- MARTIN'S Olen
UNMD
Worship Service
9 30 a in
Sunday School
10 30 a. m.

'
•

*

.
•
,

Nazarene

•

- GOOD WPM° UNITED
11 00 a m.
Worship Service
10 00. m.
Sunday School
Churcit of Christ
INDEPENDENCE UNTIED
10 00 a m.
Sunday School
11 OD•. in
Morning
Worship
NEW PIKIVIDENO
1100a. m.
Morning Worship
KINSEY UNITED
10 00a m.
Sunday School
6:311p. m.
Evening Worship
11 00 a m
UNIVERSITY'Morning Worship
7 00p. m.
Evening Worship
10:30 a. m.
Monung Worship
6:60 p.in.
Everting Worntup
UNMD
COEDWATER
GREEN PLAIN
30,454:-m.
Worship ,Service 11:00 a.m 1st & 2nd SunMorning Worship
7:oo p. m:
day , 10:00 a m. Ini & 4th, Sunday School
Evening Worship
10:00 a m. 1st & 2nd Sunday, 11 00 a m 3rd
•
. WEST MUIRAT
& 4thSunday
1050 a. m.
Morrung Worship
6:00 p. m.
Evening Worship
mutt MU UNITED
UNION Glipyj .
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Mare•WW019°0-----.-- -xlii'SaL '
m
-Sunday School
'
11:00 s.'m..
,
6:30p. m:
Evening Worship
SIVE11111 IL POPAR
FIRST METNOOdr
.---------------141_10.1,171.
.
Worship
•
•
II:00p.m.
. _ - Evening Worship
. ''- - ' AIM CONWIRW.,
10:50 a. in.
Sunday sc
ithu
0ralai%"MD 10:00a. m. .
..Mornirig Service
.1100 p- in;
Idurning.Worahip ----:-- -ENe
'
uN Wrthit
ason, illitT
*L.
11:00a. m.
Morning Worship
LINNAPHE
Evening Worship
-:ilillP• 10Morning Worship Service
"--71101-nt.
Sunday Schciol
'
, -1000a. m.
SKIM STREW
10:15a. m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
, _ GOSHEN IIIITNOOIST
6 MP.En• _.
9 30 a: rit
- .Morning worship Services
FRIENDSHIP
10 40 a m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Evening
services:
m.
1st,
Brd
11:00a.
&
5th
Sundays
Morning Worship
Preaching Service 6:30 F:. In
HAZEL CHURCM
Of CHRIST
10:50:'1
1 :0m0:
tat 4 2nd sun
COL
dul': CAMIEGOOUND
Bible Study
10 00 a. m.
Worship Service
10: sa
A.M. Worslup
1
6 00
P.M: Worship
. 7 00
Mid-Week
DEXTELHARDIN UNITED
10 00 a. m.
Worship Service
monung worshiCpOLDWATER .
11 00a. m.
Everting Worship
•
1st & 3rd 16 4th Sunday
6-1*P-mIURKSEY CHURCH
MT. IMMO*
•
Of CHRIST
10:00a. m.
Worship Service 10.00 a ni 1st Sunday .4 f
Sunday School
WW1*,sis.-Ird.Sandap. Sunday SchtnetTLAIL-.:
10-:50 a. m-: MiirnitiliWOrship
a.-m. 1stSunday -- 10.00 a M 2nd,3rd,& 4th'
Evening Won't*,7:00 p. m.r Sunday& Wedsum"
'
-nesdays)
"
MT. CARMEL
MAIO
Worship Service 1000 a m. and Sunday
10:00a. m.
•
Bible Study
11:00a. m , 11.00 it-m. 4th Sunday Sunday School 10:00
Morning Worship
p
simula
a. m. lyst,3rd
. . & 4th Sunday 11:00 a. m. 2nd
6 00 p. m.
Evening Worship
..

_

MURIA Y CHURCH
Sunda
.
;School
'9:45a. m.
Morning Worship
1045a. m.
N. Y.P.S. Worship
5:15 p. M. ..
. Evening Worship
6:00 p. rn.
Wednesday Worship 7 Alp-oh.

'

on'

LOCUST GROW meat
II:00a:m. .
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
330p.m.
. Evening Worship
GRACE RAPTIST
500 p.m.
N.Y.P.S. Worship
Morning Worship
1045 am
. m.
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
--Everting Worstup
7:00 p. m.
,
.
BLOOD RIVER .
Morning Worship - '
1 II:00 a. m.
.
Evoung
.worshg) .
_.6.3015-in
Pentecostal

Keep

.,

.

r

IL

.
a Secret•
--

It

ALMO MEIGEITS - .
Morning Worship
'
If,00a. m. ....
*• •
7:30p.
Morning Worship
11 L00 a m.
Evening Worship •
- u l'r-V,
'
Evening Worship
7-730 p m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
--,--,.__,..UNITED...NEW CONCORD
.. .- "C•q I
Morning WoTTOEP - - "
)
"1""ft-- ''' %nday Schcrol - - -.
10700s -m.
•
Vski" •
Evening Worship
600P ln:
-._
WorshipServices
31:00asa...7.00pyria..-:--.
---- .
.. • CALVARY TEMPLE
NEW MT.CARMEL MISSIONARY' -- - - 44
•
Morning Worship
•
: 1100a. m.
Sunday School
1000a. m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m. Worship Services
11 0111a.m., 7:30p.m. - - FIRST ASSEMBLY
FLINT BAPTIST
"'
OF GOO
Morning Worship
6:45p. m.
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
.
Morning Worship
1E:00 a. m
.
CHERRY CORN11
q
A7 -owl\
Sunday Evening
7310 p.:rri,
Morning Worship
I1:00 a. m.
Thum:into
.
'•
700 p. m.
I
Evening Worship 7:00p. m.
ONIWD, 310 RYAN AVE.
,
-. '.
,
ELM GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 if. m.
\‘
i
.a.
Morning Worship
11:00 a m. P Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.
o
Evening Worship
7:00 p m.
,.,_
DEMANDS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00a. m.
' .
SALEM BAPTIST
.
'
Worship Service
11:00 a:- m.
Morning Worship
•
11:CO a. m.
•
7,35 m:
Evening Worship
7:30p. m
Evening Worship
• '1..I.:
.
FIRST UNITED .
0,It,
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday Worship
10 00 a.rn. di 7:00 p.m
).
P'
''
_
•
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Tues.4,Thum.
.
7:00p.m.
7:15
Evening Worship
1
......,p. m.
.
OWENS CHAPEL
•••••••••
Morrunrs
11100a. m.
jWorship
1
Evening Worship
5:30p. m.
/
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
i
,
9:30a . m.
Sunday School
...
Ch ristla n
11:00 a. m.
Worship
1
'
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
FIRST CHRISTIAN
'WI...,
2:00,m.
1st Sunday
Woralup Services
10. 45 a.m.,7: OD,p.m_
[
1030a. m.
3rd Sunday
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
If 'you belies. in God, tell other, about it. Tell them Amin
Worship
10:30a. m.
OLD SALEM BAPTIST
the difference H. ha. made in sour life. Lath day sou will
i
Statetap.Sehea..--..
.
..._
.
.111:110.a..0L.,... -134bleSch" - -. ---.. - - 93041414- - ....nosians:-mmostatinattlma-asneng.anay.....--....330
7,4-jrm„ ,
Evening Service
i,"
-6.00 p,. m.
Worship Semee
have problems in their liven, but they mink* ...1 Lwow that CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST •
5:00 p. m.
Vesper Serowe
4,:oci can help them. •
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
COLDWAT91
10.45
a.m.
School
Siullpy
*.•
• • n Va. in:
: Part- of the joy of belie:vino in God is 'sharing :our faith with
Morning Services .
•
ST. LEO CATHOUC
6:00p. m.
others. Learn more about sour faith-read the 10.1.1. and
Evening Services
_... _
•
_
• - -•• - CIIUROI
Ja.b.pct ,71.• elssueb.4or .7waysisitur,,of lime sluice'. Der9Olt 0
-=.4"'•-fAffitt499SY- ---'' .----V ------ iidliu
=siitite-fit7m.. n- a ml", Alija yk.'
---'
good di.eiple of God. Then go smi into the uorld and tell
Morning Worship
11"0011- ln:
Saturday Mass6:30 p. m:
others about Him. Don't keep it • secret..
6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
LOCUST GROVE
•
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky.. Sun11:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
7•LiD p. m.
days 1710 a_ in. TeaS- imony' meeting sec
ond 'Evening Worship
Vielinesdai6-p.m. -- CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
j.
10:00a. m.
Sunday School Watehtcrwer
10:30 a. m.
Morning Worship .
11:00 a. m.
Bible Lecture
930 a.• m.
.
110001111ARISSIONARE Berrir ,
WYMAN'S CHAPEt A.M.E.
worship services
10:00a. m.
1
Sunday School
11'00 a.m.,7:00 p.m.
Preaching
11:00 a.m.&6:00 p.m.
ST. JONN'S EPISCOPAL
Wednesday night
7:00P• m•
Worship Hour
. .0 . 9:46a.m.
Church School
SPRING CREEK
11;00a. m.
•1 g
1•
IMMANUEL
IUTHFRAN
.
,' BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9- 15 a . m.
Morning Worship
•
11:00 a. m.
.7..opp.
.m.
Mornhig Worship
_ WOO*.ns,
Evening Vaprship
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
ST.' JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH
Sabbath SchooL
Sat. 10:30 a. m.
Morning Worship _
10
:54,-.
7mpsesome- Sat.9:15a. m.
Sunday Schot. _ . '
9:30a,m.
m.

NAZEL MET11006T
OlURCH

•
.,

.

'
'
SCOM GROVE
Worship Service
11 00 a. m
Everung Worship
6-30p. m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Mornmg Worship
, ''"' 11 -00 a. m.
Eveping Worship
'
630p
FIRST BAPTIST
Monung Worstup
10 45 a. m.
Evening Worship
7• 00 p. m.
"'"-'"- '' *1ST FORK
...
Morning Worship
11 00.a. m.
Sunday Evening
6:00p ni.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p. m.
SPRINGS
Morning Worship
11 -00 a. m.
Evening Worship
'
6.45p.m.
NORTHSIDI
Wooing Worship •
31.00 a. m.
Evening Worship
00
...7--...., P' mMAHE BAPTIST
• .
Morning Ificuship
.
11:00 Eh m.
Evening Worship
.
7:30p. in.
POPLAR SPRINGS
Morning Worship 11:00a m
6,30 p. in.
Evening Worship

Methodist

•
.

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

-..

p.

LIBERTY CUMSERLANO
Sunday Sc'hool 10 00 a in . Worship Service
'0:0111At.amonmary other Sus-Wats:fem.- -- - -- NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
5,45 sin
Sunday School
11.00a. m.
Worship Service
a:
,
;:
11
OAK GROVE
1000
Sunday School
u s. m_25). m,
WorshuzServices
-4MOUNT PLEASANT
'
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
700p. m.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School
9:30 a in.
Worship Service
1045a. m.

---

Vlik

"

WAYMEN CHAPEL
AMIE CHURCN
Morning Services

Presbyterian

10 45a. tic

noon,CHAPEL UNITED
la kard SPP1103
Evening
2nd li 4th Sunda),
'No Everitt* Worship1st43rd sundallITNEIL UNITED

.

1:00 p. m.
11 00a.m.

, 9.
11.00a. in.
2nd & 4th Sunda s
6.13013-. .
--Everurit
h.1 11 PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday stSOUT
10.00a m.•
' 11:00 a. m.
- Morning Worship
,
7 00 p m. •
Evening
STOUT'S CHAPEL UNITED
9 45a ni
Morning Worship
10 45a m.
Sunday School

•

•

•

Tnis Page Made Possibie By The Following Supporting Firms. •
•

Bags &
Beauty
Beads, :ill
Salon
-f or The Complete Loa"
753-7598
Dixieland Center

Purchase Tire Mart
Tow Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service Them All-Large or Small"
Max keel

Zone

753-7111

E. Maio & Industrial Rd.

Boyd's Auto Repair

Kentucky flied Chicks,*

Gerrald Boyd-Oweer
-Complete Automatic Transmission Service
-Front End Alignment
-Complete ToneUp IL Repine Service209 S. 7th

"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our D•hcievs Beef mid Nam Sandwiches

753-1751

Sycamore at 12th

Radiator 8. Auto Glass Service

.

Nonse-Meoilor-Groode-Jesp-tocor Worm
Top Reality Used Cars
,4
Coldwater -114.---- ------ - ----- - ' Phone 75-3-47
sot C.

Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
11
/
2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1489
1105 Pore

.

.

Palace
Cafe

five Points

Murray's Most Complete Department Store

753-7992

cOMPLIMENTS

Farmers Grain

Paschall Truck Lines
Rt. 4
753-1717
Murray, Ky.

& Seed Co.
Don Boaz-Owner
Railroad Ave. 753-3404

Lunches -Steaks-Sandwiches
"Jesus 5:Jives"
1•,14,! ",,. 'A Marl.10,,,n1
1206 Chestnut St.

-

PHILLIPS

Rudy Lovett

66

Distributing Co. Inc.
South 2nd
753-2752 er-743457-1-

402 N. 12th
753-4845

Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St.
753-4424

A.B.C. Ploy School

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
& Story

7534197

Wells Electric

,

Cain-AMC
Jeep

American
Motors

Call in Orders 753-7101

.
Trenholm's Drive-In
Central
J.C.IL C.O.
°ROSES
Shopping
.753-7175.
CenterChicken
- Pizza -Spaghetti

Corvette Lanes
..
- -89.wling A t Its Best
Chestnut St.
Ph. 753-2202
/53-121.5 14I5 Main St-

,

Mors 6:45 Lac te 5 p.m. - 5 Days

Worship With Your Children
v .!Children Are Gods Gift
_
'
_
""'"irei27.
,
-..
'
h
/_53,6ASS.
t531111 1606 Ryon Ave., Murray
--V.
,

500 Main

So. 12th

7533231

Stokes Tractor 8
liTIpleMUlt Co. .

•
.

Dunn Furniture
T.V.8 Appliance

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
"hjr1P001 Sales 8. Service
Industrial'Road
Phone 753-1319 Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

Quasar

\-

.1,,!!!os Fancy Plants
----...-Ari- -......TasTIPTilitglIVICIElPr-'
......--,- -,;••...
---,-

753.3037

.

-

Headquarters -

17,: eland Leiner

,
4
753 96

/1.
_

Storey s-,
•
Food Giant
i

Murray Cablevision

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th 8, Chestnut
753-4832

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Creative Printers, Inc.
Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray •
753-2285

Tabers Body

Murray Electric System

,Shop, Inc.

401 Olive - 753-5312

''GO:,TO Church Sunday.,

•,
DeVanti s Steak

°'°"°°

.

Murray

Air Conditioning,Heating.Coininercio4 Refnaersrrion

Theatres

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753-8181
802 Chestnut
Ward-Elkins

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG

,.

Your Complete Tire. Servicelenter
For Passenger-Truck & Farm Tires
753-3164
808 Coldwater Rd.

Flowers for All Occasions ,
House Plonts-Londscaping
SOO N. 4th 753-3251 • 753-8944

FTD

•

-

Grecian Steak House
Toni Andrews - Your Host .
Weare reessing speciois Daily, Mee. dee Thurs.
Fri., SM., Sen. - T-Dame Steak %meal
No. I telt Ext. 641-Cull. Orden le 753-4419

403 Maple

Phone 753-1713

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

West Kyl. Rural Telephone

GRAIN DIVISION

GlenB.Sears,Geri.Manager

Highest

Cash

Prices

for

Corn,

wheat & Soybeans
Helmet Mis, My. E. W. °veined, Sen.
P9.... 75391220 .

Free Parking
Shop For The

mon.-sat.

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.

1.6 Sun.

"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
103 Maple • 753-1933

7777
53-8

Entire family

Vaughn & Humphrey, Inc.
Plumbing -Heating
. & Air Conditioning
•Csorniierciel ettolfootto , NI,.
753 6164

Repairs & baronial:cm

501 N 4th

641 Super Shell .
Free Pickup & Delivery
Open 610 a.m. - Close 1 I :00 pin
Sarirloy °peal:00 issa. -Close 10:00 p.ni.
SovtIE17th. Phone 753 9131

Big John's
Home of Quality, Economy
a Seleocis'
ch
'
Open 7 Days

7 a.m. to

Serving Graves, Calloway. htivshell, Carlisle Comities Hi KY end
Henry Ce., Teen.
.

753-4351 or 247-4350

•,.T.'.
14

1

'

Mee

Toys L Gifts
for Everyone .,

ulP

Dixieland Center
753-9696

1 2 Midnight

ikGelACILX‘

5`owA:

Private Snakiest, Lenclimens, Dineen
Sonde/ lotto" Lunch... 110. h'30 -

----7'
.

q
.e,•

,--•,7"
-'

Jerry D. Lents, Donald A. Muses and Larry Seiter, owners

Florist 8
' Shirley's
.
Garden Center_

'Open 9-9

Acres of

Little

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Murray Memorial Gardens

Ewing Tire Service

Bel-Air Center

.

Let us Entertain You

& Pizza House

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
We use plastic &
wood treatment for
753-3914
100 So. 13th St.
mold fortgas

-

Lynhurst Resort
Col and AV s nIOnn•S Brown non..,.
Phone 436 7341 end 436 5376

South 12th St. 7534986

OTASC0
Automotive Service

Dept.

Bel- Air Sisoppma Center
. Noon
Mechanic ea arty Mon.•Se
. ., .
753-1341
We install shocks,
Mefflers
Bri
etc.

. Jock 8 'Jill Day Care Center
.s.

June McAlister-Owner,,
Ages 2 yr. to S yrs. • Net. 6:30 11.111.,HI S p.m.
107sedl,
1._1
. Mb - Merney - 753-9972

- Kenlake Marina t.

Calloway County Soil

J.W. WILHAM -MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS
. .
Ph. 474-2245
By. Lake State Pork
. ,.

Improvement Association
Serving FISINI femilies Since l 934
1,4.0,44 Rd

' 753 7974

•
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ZachA3lasingame Burns
With Desire To Succeed
it felt like I'd
from friends, he quit favoring have. If we keep the unity, our more hours to graduate and how I felt. Man,
By MIKE BRANDON
It's not fun to
two.
scored
next
only
school
to
bock
come
will
24-4.
be
copld
record
11-4
Ledger & Times Sports Editor the leg.
lose.
his degree
get
to
fall
peak,
our
reach
we
"When
was
he
year,
sophomore
His
was
When Zach Blasingame
"Then after the game at
to be something marketing.
a youngster growing up in the one of the top players in the we're going
makes
we came back here.and
Tech,
that
one
thing
The
to
of Murray
projects at-Chicago, he never OVC. He scored 29 points at for the. people
fol'Zach is I scored 14 when we beat
great
so
year
this
see."
Western
at
27
Tech,
Tennessee
thought too much about his
Eastern Kentucky. I went
Blasingameris excited about the winning feeling.
Kentucky, 27 at Middle
future.
I scored 29 crazy, I was going around and
time
the
'After
at
future
basketball
the
Peay
Austin
at
22
Tennessee,
He learned early in life to do
Murray State, though he won't points at Tech, reporters hugging everybody.
what the contemporary gospel and 17 at East Tennessee.
"Just the other night, I was
involved in it. He needs 11 came up to me and asked me
be
reason,
funny
some
For
a
song says: One day at time.
at the free throw line.
standing
in
much
His mother worked because Zach never scored
around at the
looked
just
I
she was separated from her home games. The majority of
crowd and it sent something
seen
haven't
really
fans
Racer
husband and there were six
through me. You just have to,
children in the family. By the Zach play the way he is
be a player to understand capable.
time he was 11-years-old, Zach
a large crowd can do for what
thing.
-I think it's a mental
Blasingame-Was working.
you."
is
State
Murray
at
floor
Our
there
neighborhood,
In the
each added 21 points for the
ay_The-Assoclated Press
Blafingame_ Janet _ dreamed F,Wäs'Considerably harder and when
was a cleaners and
to end for Kings.'Bubbles Hawkins of pffying pro ball. But after
going
it
is
When
taken in as an apprentice. He you fall on. it, you can get the New York Nets?
scored 25 points and At the knee surgery, the dreams
learned to use the steam press hurt-"
The Nets lost .their 12th Skinner 19 for New York.
were „gone_ Everyret,. on colil
and herwas-taught-howter-sew:;--Everything went- wrong his straight National Basketball ` Blazers 99;CaviilFerS-91.
and damp nights, he
stuck
was
He
year.
junior
repairs.
and make clothing
Maurice Lucas scored 32
Assx_iation game Thursday
rebound
to
had
He learned anothertrade To--mstde and
night after learning earlier in points and Bill Walton 25 as "I started concentrating on
boot. In the front of the against people five and six the day that star guard John Portland increased its Pacific my classes and began talking
cleaners was a shoe repair inches taller than he was.
Willianison would be sidelined Division lead to two games. with my advisors and counshop and Blasingame learned
for about three games. Campy Russell, who led selors. When I leave here, I
The team started losing.
how to repair shoes and stitch
Tonight, the Nets face the Cleveland with 22 points, want to walk out with a 'piece
Zach's attitude went down.
boots. He got good.
missed a shot and had one of paper in my hand„ I don't
,Washington Bullets.
"The feeling of losing is
blocked after the Cavaliers want people to think I just
setback,'
latest
Nets'
the
In
He got so good in fact that by something I don't like to live
they were routed 123-93 by the moved within 93-89. But a field came to school four years and
in
freshman
a
was
he
time
the
with. The more we lost, the Kansas-- City Kings behind goal by Walton and four free played ball and goofed off. I
high school, he had dreams of worse I played. It was like a
want my degree.
rookie Richard Washington's throws by Lucas clinched it.
owning his own business big nightmare."
Warriors 107 Suns 103
-I want to make something
26 points and 16 rebounds.
someday. ,
But this summer, things
Rick Barry scored six points out of my life."
other NBA games
the
In
Across the street from the turned for the better.
Zach Blaspigame will do
Thursday night, the Portland in the final 45 seconds, giving
projects was a playground. Assistant coach Jim Calvin
Blazers "beat the Golden State the victory and just that. Zach is a gentleman
Trail
And it is on the playgrounds of went out and recruited some Cleveland Cavaliers 99-21 and ending_the Suns' three-game
and is a very articulate young
college talent, .which according to
where
Chicago
the Golden State. Warriors winning string. Barry, who map. And he will be a college
recruiters can often find more Street 8.r Smith, was the 28th topped the Phoenix Suns 107- finished with 31 points, hit a
basketball player with a
talent than they can at high best job or recruiting in the" 103.
jumper, snapping a 99-99 tie. degree.
school basketball games.
nation. -.
The Nets' troubles began in With 15 seconds left, he sank a
The world hungers for more
Every day, Zach played
"I knew we were going to preseason when superstar field goal ahd, 11 seconds young men like Zach
Wasn't
he
when
basketball,
have a winner. I met a lot of Julius Erring was involved in later, hit on. two free throws. Blasingame.
working at the cleaners. And the guys last spring .and over a contract dispute and dealt to Rookie Robert Parish added
every-day, there was a little the simaimar and showed them Philadelphia.
High-scoring 18-points--4or Golden State.
Emergency
more conflict. Every kid in the around campifs. I knew they Nate Archibald later suffered Paul Westphal scored 25
city dreams of playing pro had the talent. So I went home a broken ankle. Then on Jan. points for Phoenix.
ball.
• with a different attitude.
Pagliai's Pizza
5, Williamson, their, leading
"I had to make a decision
-I didn't come back to scorer, suffered an injured
wilibe
_
when renter-ell DuSable High. Murray- with the st,t,itude of. finger -on his- Shooting -hand . - -TENNIS
BALTIMORE - Defending
School. I really wanted to keep starting. I told myself that if and it was placed in a cast.
working and help my mother. anyone beat me out, they
Forward Jan, van Breda champion Tom Gorman
There was really good money would __have to be giving 101 Kolff also is temporarily _walked into the quailer-finals
but our neon signs
of the Baltimore International
at the cleaners and since I was per cent.
sidelined with an injury.
will be off. We enTournament
I
Tennis
Indoor
brothers,
my
the oldest of
"Things are great right
Kansas City led by as many
courage all other
took it upon myself to Wok now. The togetherness on the as 40 points in the final period when his opponent, Haroon
merchants to do the
after my mother.
team is strong and we can before the reserves took over. Rahim, arrived late for their
same
"I-decided to go ahead and weigh.out any differences we Bill Robinzine and Ron Boone match and was disqualified.
keep working but my mother
told me we could still get by.

Nets Lose Williamson,
12th Consecutive Game

INSIDE BATTLER-Throughout his career at Murray State, Zilch Blasingame has been a tough
inside player, despite his 6-4 size. One of the things about Blasingame is he has the ability to
hang in the air when he goes up for the shot.
(Stall Pilots by Mike Breadea)

Racers -To Host Middle
In Key League Battle

By Joe Tom Erwin
The Raider starters will be from their potential. We
Murray State's Racers will 6-7'Greg Joyner and 6-3 Leroy shot really well against East
Tennessee Coleman at forward, 6-7 Bob crInnesSee (almost 60. per
Middle
:Play
Saturday at Murray in a game _Martin at center, and 6-4 cent) and we've never got out
.that Racer Coach -Fred Julius Brown and 6-3 Lewis on the break better_l_think our
'Overton says -We have to win Mack at guard. Joyner has holding our last three_ op.if we hope to stay in the averaged 12.6 points and 8 ponents to 70 points or under
conference championship rebounds, Coleman 5.3 points,shows that our defense has
race.
an .1 reDounds, Martin
The Racers shot poorly to live and that I should play
Murray will take 11-4 points, and 9.1 rebounds,
overall and 3-1 Ohio Valley Brown 14 points and 3.7 Saturday night against sports in high school."
Conference records into the iebounds, and Mack 11.6. Tennessee Tech and had 32
As a freshman, Zach
garte. Middle Tennessee is
points and 3.9 rebounds. Mack turnovers but Overton said
other facets of their game Blasingame shied 6-3 and
2 overall and 4-0 irithe,league. also has 81 assists.
weighed 185 pounds. He made
In action last weekend,
As a team, the Raiders are were' good.
varsity team.
the
Murray beat Tennessee Tech averaging 74.4 points and 39.9
individual
the time he was a senior,
By
out
passing
-In
80-62
Tennessee
62.6
73-65 and East
rebounds to opponents'
scholarship offers in
had
he
Overton
-back,
pats-on-the
while Middle beat Eastern points and 39.6 rebounds.
two sports. Zach was an
leadership.
Woolard's
praised
6-5
be
Will
Kentucky 86-71 and Morehead
Murray's starters
work and outstanding cornerback and
65-52. .
Mike Muff and 6-4 Zach Muff's hard
in football and of
"If Middle gets another win Blasingame at forward, 6-5 rebounding despite a shooting linebacker
an outstanding
was
he
course,
on
hustle
Blasingame's
slump,
us
on the road by beating
Donell Wilson at center, and 6forward in high school
they're going to about put 8 Grover Woolard and 6-1 fast breaks (he was 8 for 9
basketball.
themselves out of reach," Jimmy Warren at guard. Muff from the field against East
Illinois and Wisconsin'
steady
Wilson
Tennessee),
Overton said of the next Racer has averaged 17.4 points and
wanted him for football- while
foe. "On the other hand, if we 8.3 rebounds, Blasingame 10.2 play, and Wilson's constant
schools like Maryland and
win, we'll have great impetus points and 4.1 rebounds, improvement."We've also got
wanted him for
for our game at Western Wilson 7.8 points and 7.2 some steady play from_Lenny Wake Forest
Why Murray
basketball.
Tom
and
Hill,
Duncan
Barber,
good
as
in
Monday and be
rebounds, Woolard 15.4 points
State?
he'
games,"
recent
in
Leffler
shape as anyone in the con- and 6 rebounds, and Warren
"One afternoon, Coach
ference race."
9.5 points and 2 rebounds. said.
and the coach from
Overton
Overton says he hasn't seen Getting alisiost equal billing
The women's teams from
Wake Forest came by my
Middle Tennessee play this with the starters will be 6-8
Murray and Middle Tennessee school at the same time. I
t his se utin
h s
reports show the Blue Raiders averaged 9.7 points and '5.7
Saturday's doubleheader.
person. My impresrion was Ee
to have a strong defense, good rebounds and 6-11 center
game will begin 4.5:15, leveled with me. I decided _
Their
board strength, and good Danny Jarrett with 5.3 points
the men's game at 7:30.
Wake Forest was too far away
.shooters. "They're a complete and 4:5- rebounds.
from.borne,
anly
- team," -he says, -whose• tYVerton • says'Randall has
weakness appears to be lack been the most consistent
"I wasn't that much excited
of depth."
with, the environment at
Racer since Christmas and
The Raiders have played that Jarrett becomes a better
Murray. But I liked the people,
their last four games without Player. with each game.
By The Associated Press
I met and a few-people I had
EAST
their star Sleepy Taylor who
Overton said the Itaeers
already known were in school
Drexel 63, Lehigh 58
has a leg injury. He'll be back were their best of the season
they could
New Hampshire 76, Boston U here so I figured if
for Saturday's game but is not against East Tennessee but 70
adjust, so could I."
.
expected to start.
SOUTH.
His career almost ended as
were still "about 15 points
•.._ soon as it began at Murray.
Florida St 97, S Florida 74
N Carolina Central -80, S
One afternoon in the fall of
Carolina -St. 78
1973, he injured his knee in
New Orleans 75, Louisiana
20,000 DEGREES MI-IPENHEIT
.•
practice. Bad turned to worse.
Tech 72
arid 'not a drop of water
Rutgers 87. George WashingHe had suffered torn carton 84
tilage and had to undergo knee
Southern 99, 3ackson St 76
ESTUS PIRKLE Irk
Tenn-Chattanooga 108, Jack- surgery.
"I was pretty upset and
•
sonville St 78
-,,-Jer!rife
VMI 88, Richmond 79
down when I was in the
Virginia 74, Delaware; 71
hospital at Paducah, Here I
:St- 57. yy-Virgiaia
W
AVOS .away from home for the
Tech 56
William and Mary 91, Queens first time and lonely. I'd tall
41
up my mother and she would
MIDWEST
give me advice. .
Creighton 79, Rockhurst 62
Indiana St 111, MO-St. Loins . "After I got the cast off. I
87 .
discovered I'd lost a lot of my
Michigan 82, Purdue 76
'muscle. I just knew I'd never
Tortured Losf Soule
Michigan St 67, Illinois 58 be able to walk the way I used
N Illinois 87, Oakland 73
t Burning Forever
to. I so.-t of cashed my athletic
S -Dakota St 75, S•Dakota 74
Willita St 68, Tulsa 48
career in.
THE ORMOND
SEE
Wis-Milwaukee 82, Centenary
"But Tom Simmons ( MSLJ
'
ORGANIZATION
61
VIUNDREDS OF
,
Wismnsin 61, Northwestern trainer) continced n1I cotild
come back and play.rrti the
60
BIBLICA
SOUTHWEST
summer of '74, all I did wXs
Arkansas St 84, NW Loui- work on my Conditioning. At
siana 65
filmed
Washington Park, they had
F.
Texas A&I 85, Sul Ross 61
.11
W Texas St 78, S Illinois 74, this horse racing track and it
Ihe Holylahd
OT
was two miles around. 1:d go
.
N
ADAPTED-7OITHY
,
-FAB'WEST
AND DIRECTED SY ROM CRM - N:
out and run it twice every.day.
• Arizor4 102. lJtair98 •
DR. BOB GRAY
"I finally reatizedit wasn't '
DR R G LEE
DR JACK HYLES
• Arizona s St 86, Brigham
the end of the world.'-'
\toting 84, OT,'
Showing at First Assembly of God, 16th
. Zach came back to Murray..
Pepperdine 69, LA-Loyola 57
Utah St 94, Denver 81
for the 1974 season. Nor a long
Glendale, Jan. 22 & 23 (Sat., L Sun.) 7:00
. EXHIBITION
time, he favored_ the left leg.
Athletes in Action 104, San
p.m.
Public Is invited
Finally, after some "iavice
Francisco 85

College Scores

BURNING
HELL

OPEN

'Our Jaycees
Actions Speak
Louder Than Words

(I look around N"Mir.
TheCiLe
in die
development 01 thus commitnit.r.
-.1nd with !heir.bri/..fla Hew ideas
and bard
dier71
a whole lot more tomorrow too.'
A'IN honor ail td. these .
‘oiniz;
penple
the fine inh diev.re
u'
re trill% fortunate to
Ione diem.

* * * * * * * ** * * * * * * ** * * *

dfINICeCS

WON DIE HS

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation

oil
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Murray State Track Team To
Open Indoor Season Saturday

t•-- TIM! s)

I'm excited about the Eastern Kentucky, Kentucky Arizona because of personal of 6:10 in high School while
Ity MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor upcoming season," Cornell State, Lincoln. Northeast s matters. Hedid not indicate if Bradford went 6-11 in junior
Cuthbert Jacobs and Lester said.
Missouri, /Northwestern and he would return to school college for a personal best. In the shot put, freshman
later:
•
Flax are gone.
"We have some outstanding Illinois State.
at
going to Stan Simmons of Florida is
"Powell's
loss
is
PatmOre
1
talent._
a
senior
who
Record
holder
The
loss
Chatham,
of
Chatham
in
_
elected to lay enit of- andPowell
hurt_but holds 'school records in both- hurt particularly in the &Ob expected to shatter ell records•
at
event for Murray. In
and
school
for
a
semester
the
thing
that
impresses
me so the triple jump and long jump, relay," Cornell said.
nt
Saturday,- high school, he was over 60
In
the
Powell
sprints
will
be
sprinter
Derique
far
outdoors
and
indoors,
is
have
a
lot
of
that
we
in
working in New York until Stanford -"Joe Tex" Patrick feet several times.- .
retuniecHmine to Arizona. AU unity," Cornell added.
Murray
think
next fall when he comes back and Don Manning will be the A' With the 16-pound college
that
and
you'd
The
for
the
track
season
of
has reeled off 10 straight a 4-1 SEC and 114 overall
as
By ED SHEARER
State track coach Bill Cornell. Racers will begin Saturday to school and then finishes his Racer entries in the 60 and 300- shot,- he has been throwing
victories since a December record.
e.
AP Sports Writer
_
consistently over 50 feet and is
Coach Ray Mears of would be crying over the afternoon in Champaign at the final semester of eligibility yard dashes.
Third-ranked Alabama and setback by San Francisco;
about
two feet away frism
Sinuns
Norman
Lettermen
coming
prospects
for
the
Teams
on
next
spring.
Illinois
Invitational.
----No. 14 Tennessee are-shat- currei_itly ranked No. 1 in the Tennessee has noted" the
school mark.
will
.0nyekwe
Sylvester
and
hand
Powell,
a
•
21.5
and
a
9.5
indoor
track
season.
Illinois,
Murral
,
include
each
brilliant
road
records
of
-to,
-tering the theory that the road nation. '
In the pole vault, wallt-on
State. Middle Tennessee, svrinter, returned home to run the 440, Steve Chrisafulli
Not so.
The Alabama-Tennessee team and says he isn't sure the
ad,
leaves nothing but -heartache
and.Tom Potter is* run the Keith. ,Forton will be the
advantageireans
.tibme
floor
clash
is
the
full
key
game
on
a
or
Thi the Southeastern Con600 while Martyw Brewer, Murray entry. He has gone 13
agenda Saturday that also much.
ference.
- •
.
Mitch Johnston, and Mike 0.
teams
-itiabarria--nribeaten- in- 44 sends Florida to--Auburn,-- etL---The-mostMO<
will
run
the
Vowel!
winning
er
games this season, has rolled Mississippi State to Georgia, grown accustomed to
Moving into the middle track event is the mile-relay. .
ns
past three tough foes on the Louisiana State to Icentucky on the road," said Mears.
distance • events, Dennis Murray State's mile-relay
'
Neither
is
be.awed
"
.
likely_to
Vanderbilt.
lktis.sissippi
to
and
_ road in pojtin a
-/dabbitt-Fireainnanr-English= -team will consist-of-Onyeliweitr,=.
The State-Georgia- clash is or intimidated by
basketball -rnar-k. -Tennessee
man Dave Warren and fresh- Chimes. SiITIMS and Mabbitt.
edge in _setfor a 4 p.m. EST tipoff ancL surroundlngs."
After theimeet-Satardarat
be .
man Tony Keener
,?
the race with a 6-0 mark that will- be televised -regionally _ Mears- says if Coaah C. M.
,Illinbis, the Racers will begin
in
entered
in
the
1,000
while
Newton of Alabama believes
includes four victories away 1NBC). .
the mile are Brewer, fresh- -dual meet- competition the
nirom home-one at Kentucky, Four more games are set for the pressure will be on the
sparked his team to victory.
Utah
rallied
a
19-point
from
By
DICK
JOYCE
man Englishman Pat Chimes following Saturday at Western
night with A
burn Vols "he'll be ri ht• An
< the sixth-ranked team that is MondayAu
• b
- ...tteit -and trailed 99-16- with- --David -Thompson tallied -22- and .sophomore Englishman Illinois -University:
- AP sports Writer '-—
KnolivilleAlabama.
and
Florida drawing the
favored to win the conference
points and Carlton Byrd 21 in Tim Butt.
one
minute
left.
But
Harris
home
wasthe
Maybe
it
i't
weekly bye. The schedule has would really put our backs to
crown.
A new meet on the schedule
tossed in three points for the Florida State's homecourt 97The two-mile run.. ,will
court advantage.
St
at
Georgia, the wall."
Alabama visits Tennessee Alabama
74 win over South Florida, feature junior 'Englishman is " the OVC. Indoor Chainapparently helped a Wildcats, 13-2 over-all.
•
It
in
was
thinking
about
Newton
Saturday night in a showdown Mississippi State at TenIn another Western Athletic raising the Seminoles' record Brian Rutter and freshman pionships to be held at
California-based grout, called
for the SEC lead, each hoping nessee, L.SU at Vanderbilt and that, however.
because the Conference game, Arizona to 9-7. It marked the 200th Englishman Richard Morehead February 18-19.
Athletes
in
Action
' "It's a big game, but they all
to 'extend its winning streak. Ole Miss at Kentucky.
However, the meet will not
team upset the University of_ State beat visiting Brigham coaching victory for FSU Charleston.
Alabama has Won 14 straight Kentucky also owns three count the same," said Newton, San Francisco, the • nation's Young 86-84 in overtime on Coach Hugh Durham.
have any bearing .on the Allrunning
will
be
Potter
Tom
since last season's loss to triumphs away from home attempting to steer Alabama topranked college basketball James Hollimah's goal with
Robert Scrutchens
, _ scored 22 the 70-yard high hurdles for Sports Trophy race. Only the
Jo
nationk.champion Indiana, and the Wildcats are nipping to its fourth straight con- team, 104-85 Thursday night at three seconds .remaining. points -as hoist Creighton
outdoor track season is inthe Racers.
an
and Tennessee, 12-2 -overall, at the heels of the leailers with ference crown. •
eluded in the All-Sports
home court in Anaheim, Mark Laralsberger„ topped overwhelmed Rockhurst 79-62,
its
field
events,
Murray
will
In
"Tennessee is a super team,
Calif. MA's previous 364 ASU with 25 points. BYU's boosting its record to 13-2.
P Y
•
have no entry in the long jump
ge
offerviy_e_ly," he
Fddie' Jordan returned to -or'---triple jump -heeause
The season -willend with the_
-genies
414-- -its--01-s-- years of- --Markliandy.bagged 21 points:
a
said. They are the same existence were on the roatl.
, his hometown of Washington, chathanys .ahsence,• in the - NCAA Meet in Cobo Hall at
team we've been playing for
short D.C., and helped Rutgers, 10- high jum Axel Lejimyr ana Detroit March 11-12;
Stretch
Gregory's
basketball
•
But
these
college
re
rthe last couple of years, ex- graduates now playing for the jumper with 10 seconds left 4, top George Washington 87•
The first °indoor meet will
ch
cept Ihey've got the center sports arm of-, the. Campus gave Wisconsin a 61-60 victory U with a late steal and layup. Bill Bradford will be the be against Southeast Missouri
Murray
entries.
,
- that Will take the shot."
- Crusade for ,Christ recently over visiting Northwestern Hollis Copeland scored 23 for
Leitmyr has a personal best . March 19 in Stewart Stadium.
Freihman Reggie Johnson _
.LookingforsoMethingtotkrtonight!:-- .
.._ Analtini and -its• first Big -Ten con---- -RutHers- - :_ fiah
.. Liti.t_-_huilae_ at ther
.
. . __
------ -• - - ls-, the-shootinif- conktyr--vt -rortver
—Trarri Trerri er aW
-- —
Haw abort a trtpleheader?-—t'f=rtwiriv----V1Ifffittr%t213ping---.-'"•.effarlic.19fmt"Podrtsilli-l!
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
That's what will be taking place tonight in the Murray Tennessee, exeraging 11 those years of away games.
five-gime ' losing streak. second-half points to, power
State Sports Arena as Calloway County and Fancy Farm will points per game on A team
The game was an exhibition, Gregory led the Badgers with Wichita &ate, 11-4, over Tuba
TRADE WITH
that features All-SEC stars so the NCAA will not count it 15 . points while Billy 68-48 in a Missouri Valley
hook up for three games.
• .t 3
Z ___Nfricity,,,x_
p,*k.- ,,,,tuqvi
,,,.
,i
th,,
,iWnard
and
Gnmfeld,
Ernie
.
--zu•ar Conferencetontest at WIPhipal ._.
141.5._;15. the Fancy Farm and Calloway CO6114/013'teams
. 7
In-other games, Virginia
will play followed at 6:4 . m. by the junior varsity boys' King, each averaging almost 19-0 record against college thwestern with 29.
.25 per outing, Then,.there is - opponents.
.
.
. Greg Kesler's 24 points led Military defeated Richmond
game.
8:30 Mike Jackson, who is scoring -, "Well," said an AIA host Michigan State 67-Stover 88-70;
New
Hampshire
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
. The varsity bqy'vcontest .willbegiautapproximately
_
at just under 18 per game.
spokesmn We -didn't have Illinois, which got 20 points Stopped Boston 'University 76/
p.m. , .
LARGE
VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
much of a following for the from Rich Adams. Spartans 70: Wisconsin-Milwaukee
The;gametibad been scheduled for Jeffrey Gymnasium
"Service
Built Our Business'
routed
Centenary'
82-61;
Utah
Heathcoate
bennatural
didn't
Coach
Jud
because
of
the
first
nine
years,
and
we
gas.
But
GOLF
which 4heated by natural
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif.- think we could afford to, play ched his starting -team' for State coasted over Denver 94gas cr,the games were moved to the Sports Arena where
about five-minutes in the last 81 and Pepperdine beat Loyola
Hubert Green fired a seven- any home games."
adifferent method of heating is used.
NEW OR USED CAR,
'Saturday night, the Laker varsity boys and girls will be under-par 65 and took a one- - A crowd of 6,715' saw Tim half, a move he. claimed of Los-kkeTes69-57.
7 playing at Lowes..stroke lead over Tom Watson Hall, Iry Kiffin and Ralph

'd
to

Alabama Visits Tennessee In
Key SEC Showdown Saturday

it-§-

lias-sAgth_alfgame_

San Francisco Upset
By Athletes In Action

Lakers To Play Three '
Games At MSU Tonight

PARKER FORD,Inc.-)-

which

$200;000 Bing Crosby National claims it plays' the. toughest
Pro-Am - gafftournament
"aniatenv--1,'-arnerkife- - innation.- to-its 24th victory in 30
games thisSeason.
fil_th-rated
'
Michigan beat 19th-rated
Purdue 82-76 and 16th-ranked
Arizona downed Utah 102-98 in
games irkvolving other Top.
Twenty teams Thursday
night.
his
only
bogey.
beauty
of
the
Monterey
•
By BOB GREEN
Athletes in Action got 20
The ---fournament which
Peninsula. He was sqheduled
AP Golf Writer
points from the 6-foot-8 Hall,
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. to play in the second round traditionally offers wind, rain,
Iff
(AP)-"Hubert Green has the today-his first full day as an cold and sometimes sleet and from Colorado State, and
lead with a spectacular 65. ex-president - as Palmer's snow, produced hazy skies each from the 6-9 Kiffin, from
Tom Watson is one pop back. amateur partner in the pro- with mild temperatures and Oklahoma Baptist, and the 7-2
Drollinger from UCLA.
em- portion of this unique just a hint of a breeze.
Jack Nicklaus is in the hunt.
-It's a fun course to play in Dr011inger challenged Sari
But, in the golfing ex- competition.
And they had their work cut weather like this," said Francisco's 6-11'12 Bill Cartravaganza that is the $200,000
Bing Crosby National Pro- out for them today on the Watson,a former British Open twright and hit seven . of 10
Am, they had to take a back Shore Course at the Monterey champion who had a shot at shots from the .field,/host of.
the title last week in the them 15-foot jumpers. AIA
seat. to .an unemployed, 18- Peninsula Country Club.
"To make the cut," Palmer Tucson Open.. He holed one outrebounded the Dohs 50-37. -handicap amateur who - so
--AIA takes on seventhfar at least-hasn't helped his mused after a long look at the bunker shot for an taile three
scoreboard, "we're going to on the way to a 66, also at . ranked Nevada-Las Vegas
partner a single shot.
t home.
Michigan
Coach
Johnny Orr
one
just
ach
of
the
next
two
days."
'
stroke
out:
.'. padner waS;"- Arnold Palmer
has found cint the hard way
The 168 teams of a pro and
said with a twinkle in his eye,
help a bit." s. amateur play one round-dfi----Mexiea*---vietaF---Regadad°---that---bg may be right in
"bat he.didn't--_Jiis„_parther„Jale_Gerala'each of three courses - the shot a four-under-par 67 at the claiming he has the best three
.,___.....
'
'
-goanjs'ihthena'thmt- --- --- ------,
Ford, was airborne at that ifiore, - Cypress, -Paint and lbbre-'cuhrse;''whie4r"a-isoWhen Rickey Green, the
68s from
Gene
moment Thursday afternoon, Pebble -Beach - before the produced
.
.
.
. enroute from the inauguration field is cat to the low 30 teams „Littler, Tom Kite, Billy Wolverines' stir guard,
in for _Sunday's final round at Casper -aril Don lies. Bill Suffered a back injury with
of
Jimmy
Carter
- - Rogers- has -a 68-at cypress, 7-36 remaining__ against
Washington to the speed-en-lei':Pebble Butch.. . ----7--- '
With rOrd unavailable for . probably the toughest of the Purdue, Orr called on Dave
Baxter. The 6-foot-2 junior
.
,. competition' Thursday, three layouts.
"I've
from
Detroit responded with
never
seen
Cypress
set
individual
total
at
Palmer's
MISSYOURPAPER!
Cypress Point had to count as up tougher;" said the favored 10 ...wine . in the last 6:13,
Saisscravers also have not
the team score, which nor_ Jack Nicklaus, who opened his . helping Michigan to, a home
received their boase-delivered
,-mally is computed on a better- season with a•solid 69 at that court Big Ten Conference
triumph.
ball basis, ,including the course. '
..' -copy of The Murray Ledger
.
Hale
Irwin
had
to
play
his
.
'Green
twisted,
his back
amateur's
handicap:
Palmer
Tunes by 534 p. is. Monday
shot a shoddy 74. While the 47 back nine in 31 to salvage a 71 while scoring on a fast-break
Friday Of by 334 p. on Saturyear-old Palmer was having at Cypress. PGA champ Dave layup that pit Michigan ahead
days are urged to call 153-1916
his
problems in his first start Stockton:was one over at the 69-59 and was listed as a
between 5,30 p. In. sad 6 p. in.,
if
the
season,' Green took '86t3re churse., British Open, questionable startef against
Monday•Friday, or 3,30 p. on.
. unusually . title-holder,Johnny Miller was Mira:ifs Saturday.
_
:-advantage
of the
,. . • •
__, ,
Saturdays, to insure
and 4 p.
th
,good weather to humble proud twoover otallesalte toltrse._ - ' It --- was IMiehigan's 12
delivery of tire newspaper. Calls
U.S. Open_ champion .lerry victory againStpnelloss and
Pebble Beach with a sevenmust be placed by 6 p. nt. weekunder-par effort that was just Pate, a winner at Phoenix two made the Wolverines 5-0 in Big
Saturdays to
days or 4 p.
one shotmff-the courze.record, weeks ago, had a 74 at Pebble Ten play.
..
guarantee delivery
Green was Michigan's
He would have had that butfor. Beach and defending champ
:-1 three-putt from 15 feet for Ben Crenshaw had a 75 at leading scorer with 22 points
. CAreas Point.
while Phil Hubbard scored 19
, points . and grab6ed 14
, rebounds. Baxter finished
Sign Contracts
with 14 points,, _
.-, .
.
Herman Warns scored 35 CHICACA) , AP)- Catch& points, 23 in the firit half,...as-•
1
-Steve Swiblitt amithree-minot---mempkerutab icor -ju
leaguers have signed with the 29th straight home victory.
, ....
Chicago Cubs for the 1977
GostERAL
NOrthside Shopping Center
the
,
to
six,
bringing
season,
"IfitinTier-riirplayersiVe team , LONG BEACH- Henry
. has under contract.
Bolling worth, a sportswriter
'Swisher, first baseman and columnist for 26 years for
Jerry Tabb, pitcher Dave the Independent .Pressleisel 'and - catcher Mike. ..Telegrarn, died at the
of
_ .._
, .age
While Supply Lasts - Good Friday &Saturday Only
'Tiftirsday. '52.
-toedoti - . sighed'
They are • the 'first players
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. signed by Bob Kennedy, Andrefs.- Holtz, the father of
recently appointed vice University of Aikansas .baseball footbaH coach Lou Holtz. died
president
of
operations:-.'
at the g..e of1.
High at 3:30 p. m.in the Tiger gymnasium and then at 5 p. m.,
-the two freshman boys'learns will meet.

Golfers At Crosby Tourney in
Back Seat Due To Gerald Ford

C.) _The Murray

NATIONAL JAYCE

4-*"
•

fl

We look at it this way

Sammons Bakery
753-5434

Congratulations are in order for the Jaycees nation
wide. Especially da we cohgratulate the Murray.
Jaycees. 'They're a wide -.awake. hart1 Working
.
group of civic minded young men.

Weekend Specials
Glazed Donuts - 99' Doz.
Loaf Cakes - slw each ,

Ledger&

eg7P EOPLES/13 AN K
Weiv
men,

MURRAY
V

A
•

,K
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Check Return Carefully
And Remember To Sign
EDITOR'S NOTE: Following
is the fifth in a geries of five
articles entitled "Coping With
Your Income Tax.".They were
aritten to help taxpayers prepare their 1976 tax returns.

curity tax withheld. The max4num tax is $895.05. If your
employers withheld more than
that, you may claim the excess
as a credit against income tax
owed.
-Remember those major
itemized deductions: unreimBy JIM LUTHER
bursed medical expenses, wallAssociated Press Writer
in limits spelled out in the tax
„WASHINGTON AP ) — Al- instructions; state and local inthough -Congress made whole- come,sales and gasoline taxes.;
sale changes in tax laws last interest expenses, including inear, one thing is still the terest paid on charge accounts;
same. You have to file your contributions and union dues.
federal tax return by April 15.
—If you are'accustomed to
Here are some other remind- taking an itemized deduction
ers that rnight help:
for use of your home for basi—Be sure to sign and -date ness purposes, carefully read
your return. If you have a re- the instructions that accomfund coming,_the surest way to pany Form 1040. Congress
delay it is to forget the signa- sharply restricted this deducture.
tion; generally it will be
,-Don't forget to attach your allowed only if your home is
W2 form or other proof of earn- yout principal place of business
ings:
_and_ if _a _part _of the hornets_
—thecIdto see that you have used exclusively in your job.
--selected the proper filing status —This is an option, but you
at the top of your return. Single may.earmark $l of your taxes
persons should note that they ($21'or couples filing a joint redo not qualify - for head-of- turn) for the federal fund that
. holsehold status,just because finances the presidential camthey have their own home; you paign. But checking the "yes"
have to support a dependent to box on Line 8 of your tax form
qualify.
will not increase your taxes or
—.Be sure to use the proper reduce your refund.
column for filing status (single, —Don't forget to subtract
married and filing a separate from taxes owed the across-thereturn, or married and filing a board tax credit. This allows
joint return) on the tax-rate you to cut your taxes by $35 for
table.
each dependent you claim or by
—If you had more than one 2 per cent of the first $9,000 of
job in 1976 and earned a total taxable -income ($180 maxof more than $15,300,you may imum) — whichever is larger.
have had too much Social Se- You get the credit whether or
not you itemize, deductions and
whether you use the short form
or long form.
—Finally, don't throw away
your records once you drop
your return into the mailbox.
Most tax records must be retained for three years; some,
for longer periods.

WE
BEND
ANY
TAPIR
INSTANTLY

Ladies

pipe'mincing
to Your. VW-Sy. TAILPIPES
DUALS
EXHAUST PIPES
v- FORMING
EXRANDING

Discount
Mufflers
from

10% to 20%
On Exhaust Off
Parts
*Free
Inspection*

H
Authorized Muth Bender Center

BARRETT'S
-- SERVICE-CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868

Andrew Jackson was the first
President to marry a divorced
woman.
The Gaelic language is ac-Ttfally six —languages whiCh-make up the Celtic branch of
the Indo-Etiropean langu
incltJA,ge
family.The group
es
Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic,
.-Manx, Welsh, Cornish and Breton.

TELEVISION

Blouses

68

Assorted Styles & Sizes
Values Up To 8.66.

Now

1/2

0
1:1 0
EG. 88.00

"'RA% IC/Solid State chassis,
pre-wt Vtif/Utlf fine lvning,
monopole VHF and loop
UMf antennas. Earphone and
jack. fAcodel-3K7311

Off Regular Price

AC
397 ADAPTER

$2.00 to $4.00

For use
Eliminates batteries!
with walkie talkies, calculators,
cassette recorders, transistor
radios and TV video games.

Ladies

Jeans

WEST BEND
30- CUP

Assorted Styles & Sizes
Values Up To 12.44

Recluse Dies
Of Exposure
CINCINNATI (AP)
Police said a 72-year-old
Cincinnati man, described as
a wealthy recluse, apparently
froze to death this week in his
unheated home, rather than
plug in an electric heater.
- The victim was identified by
police as George Melber. His
body was found Tuesday in his
kitchen, near a dust-covered
collection .. of
musical
instruments.
"There was eight inches of
water- in the liithtub—frozen
solid," a policeman reported.
The only. source of heat were
two electric spotlights In his
bathroom and living room.
More than $10,000 in
uncashed municipal bonds
were found nearby.
Relatives said Melber
inherited large sums of money
several decades ago, but spent
little of it, living off the
dividends.
"He had a lot of Money, a
couple hundred thousand, but
he never talked about it
much," said Bill Crawford,72,
a friend of Melber's.

SHARP
12-IN. DIAGONAL

Now

Off of Regular Price
$3

MIN. 156

PERCOLATOR
IVO

tcv-i6°°

Automatic time and temperature control brews
12 to 30 cups of coffee
and keeps it at serving
temperature.

* floral fantasy'
STATIONERY

LADIES

BRAS

2
300

FOR

Fashionable bras in sizes 32 to 40: A, B, C
or D cups. Pretty pastels and white.

SSORTED

2F.:1i00

Decorated 80 sheet tablet and matching 44 envelopes.
MIN. 36(

Cricket
By Gillette

FolF1 100
12-oz. Removes rust, tarnish and
stains.

ROLLS
FOR

Choose assorted plasticoat shelf paper, 13" X
181/2
" or white bond paper, 18— X 3314" or 13"
46Va”.

100
__2o1

Assorted
Material

ttiTOw
C`onvenient
away lighter that is
dependable.

Stock up on extra hangers'

MIN.
72

Knit & Drapery
Material
Values Up To $2.44 Yd.

J.G. WHITFIELD PRESENTS A...

GOSPEL SINGING
MIN. 288

RUG YARN
SK.
FOR

Great buy on heavy
duty rug yarn. Assorted colors:

WOMENS.
CORDUROY "JEANS"

Murray, Ky.

ROPE WEDGE
00
REG.
4,99

Calloway County H.S. Gym

s SAT. JAN. 22nd 8 P.M.
TICKETS
3.50 Adult Adv. 4.00 At Door 2.00 Child
On Sale: Peoples Bank of Murray
Sponsored By: Fraternal Order of Police Dept.

2 yds $1®

AUNT LYDIA

NYLON
SLEEP CAPS

*HINSON FAMILY
•FLORIDA BOYS
•DIXIE ECHOES

00

I

DRIP DRY

HANGERS

SHELF PAPER

Cotton corduroy uppers with belt loop and 'Docket trim. CdShioned irinersOle: "spOngrbottorn.
Sizes to 10.

00

*converse
"SET SHOTS"
HI & LO-CUT

SNEAKERS

CONVERSE

ASSORTED

YOUR CHOICE

300

GLASSWARE

Quality duck
with
uppers
shock absorbing insoles.
1 1 -Z,
6'/2-12.

FOR

01

Replenish yOur glassware and save'
from white stacking mugs or bowls.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Eqpal Opportunity Emplogier
1-6 Sun.
Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking

MIN
576

753-8777

MOO
SMIKAtAERICARD

0
Choose
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Schedules For Sat, Jan. 22 - Friday, Jan. 28

--PROGRAM tcMEDULE-HANNEL 11
•
•
January 240to 28

TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2

WSIL-3

Gospel
7:00- Tam & Jerry
1:30-lemberlew
-ILIMP•ialltlY Die
9:39-hefts
10:30-Sod Irwin
11:20- Bandetand
12:30-Sports
2:00-Pro keen
3:30-Sprats
5:0111-Cresby Golf
CM-Meek MN
7:00-Weeder ammo
-Starsky & Neck
9:00-AK Close"
10:0111-16rantweet
10:30- Basketball
12:00-PTL Cleb
200- Newsweek

I

WSM-4

1

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

6 39-Semis'Semester
11:2S- Apiculture
7:00-Sylvester & Tweet,
6:55-form Digest
7:30-Ow Club
744- Week Weedrieter
5:00-Sip bonny
,1:3S-Pblt Peeler
940-Tartan
9:2$-Schwaben* Roe 0:11-Speed leggy
L 39-Shermilso
9:30-&efts
9:30-Meager Serra
'm.)9 Ark II
10:30-Lopedremit
10:05-Spec. Ghost
11:10-F., Abort
11:00-Okla Compie
10:30- lig Mb", Uffie lobe
11:30- Way Ovt Games
11:2$ -Selleolloese Reck 11:00-Lae of tie Lest
12:00- Oaken Flit
11:30- beedsteral
11:30- litoggsy
1:00-Fe.Ohy
12:30-farm Is
12:041-leshothall
1:30-Spielglirt is Schools
2:00-AC Specie
1:00-IRA .
2:110-News
3:00,1:30-Chanoisas
2:30-Tones
2:03-Pre leviers
5:00-Porter Wooster
4:05-Spits Spectacular
5:30- Nesiville Musk
3:30-Sports
5:00-Caned Cabers
6:00-News
5:011-Crosb0 Golf
5:30-news
6:30-Toddy Bort
6:00- Lawrence Web
6:00-Iles New
7:00- Imeeripecy
7:00-Weeder amen
7:00- Mary Tyne Moore
5:00-Mists
-Starsky & Hutch
7:30-lob liewbert
10:00-News
0:00-ARC Owe"
8:00-Alia the tamely
10:30-Saturday Night
10:00-News
0:30-Mice
12:00- Movie
10:15-News
9:00-Carel Bonen
10:30-5memy & Company
10:08- News
10:35- Gostsamke
-11:30-ironside
12:30-News
1:00-%spume Theatre
7:09- Teat & Jerry
1:30-labberisro
7:55-Sereelhone Rock

5:45- Weather
6:01-MD-TV
4:311- Atep the Feacepoot
LOS- Wiese, Woodpecker
Powithier
11:110- Speed Buggy
9:30- Monster Sone
10:00-Spate Ghost
10:30-515 lobs, Utile Mho
11:00-Land of Lost
11:341-Mvegsy
1240- boskotiall
2:00-Moe New Compress
3:00- basketball
5:00-Carrell Nultheni
5:30-News
6:00-New
6:30- Accee
7:00-Emorgeory
I:00-Movie
10:00-16ews
10:10-lhoshothell

,
M110111,

KFVS-12

TI-ME
55
-1:00
e30---

6:11-Au
6:35-News
7:11-Sylvester & Timidity
7:30- Cleo Clei
I:09-Opp bran
9:11111- Term
9:311-Motam
10:30- Ark II
11:00-tot Aber,
11:30- Way An Game
12:00-Au Festival
1:119-Poky Form
249-Public Mein
2:30- Tsanis
4el-Spirts Moderate
500-News
5:30-News
6:011- Noe New
7:01- eery Tyler Moore
7:35-B4e Newhie
0:10-Al is No holy
5:35-Ales
0:00-Gni Ilerratt
10:00-News
10:30-Geramek•
11:30-Neekville se the Read
12:11-Ma Omen
1L30lbws
1:00- WIN This Mae

4:30

5:00
- '6100
,•: 10

TUESDAY
Jan 25

M°
YaN
nD2
A4
Y

WSIL-3

WSM-4

WTVF-5

DATTYNTE ITSCFYLVDtE MORAY THROUGWFRIDAT's
'
WNGE-2
COI-Geed Men. Ant.
7:00-Rho
1:00-Popsy,
130-Green Acres
1:00- Andy Griffith
0:30-Veer Own Time
10:00-Die No Show
10:30-Nappy Drat
11:00-News Canto 2
11:30-Al My Child.
12:00-tree's Nora
12:30-Famih hied
1:00-520,000 Pyramid
One Ne tit live
.---2:011tVii'l Nose.
2:15 -General Hospital
3:00-:Edge of Wert
3:30-Brod7 Brach
4:00-lie Valles
5:00-ABC News
5:30- Adam 12
6:00- Newsweek

WSIL-3
7.00- Good Morning
9.00 - 700 Club
10:30- Nappy Days
11:00- Not Seat
11:30-All My Children
12:00-111vers NOM
12:30-Family tee
1:00-520,000 Pyreeed
1:30-One Wits Lint
2:15-Gerard Respite
3:00-Ed9e of Niel"
3:30-Leon
COR-tILIblIbeetze_
OA Mein
4
'3°
S:00-(F)

WSM-4

WTVF-S

5:40-Cowry Mental
5:55-Car1 neon6:23-News
6:30-CBS News
7:30-News
7:35-Ron Reiser
1i:00-Captain kangaroo
9:00-Price is Right
10:00-0101?
10:30-Love Of Live
11:00- Toung Restless
II:30-See ch TOMO,
12:00-Singing Cony
12:20- Weenier
Mon No w
12:311-Werld Turns
1:10-kerma Letts
nom
2:61-j-411 In Fernily
310-Somerset
3:30- Loos NT. SWUM 2:30-Mitch Gone
3:00- Movie
4:00-Bewitched
4:55's Islate
4:30 -Eseergeray Ora
5:25- Weather
5:25- Weather Retort
5:30- News
5:30- NBC Nightly News
1°610 News
610- The Scoot et 6

5:45-Logi bmie.Woottno
5:53- Awe* Devon's
5:55-110 Market
6:00-Ralph beery Show
7:00-The Teary Sew
7:23-The Seem Tele
7:30-The Today Sher
5:25-The Same Today
11:30-The Teday Sew
0:00-Olsaki
10:05-Wheel of Fetvete
10:20-Seempers
1140-SO Greed SON
11:30- The Nona Sher
12:30- Days of Our Lives
1:30-The Denton

KFVS-12

WPSD-6

6:25-Aram Smith
LOO -Manse Sorasto 6:54-Pastor Spites
4:30- Breakfast Skew
7:00-- Toby
7:00- Nevis
9:00-Sanfod Son
:00 -Captain Ileageree
9:30-Romper Raw
9:00-Price Is Right
9:55 -Calendar
10:00- Gembir
10:30 -Love of lite
10:00- Wheel of Fortune
10:30-Stompers
10:55- News
—1140- Toying one Seines
11:00-50 Greed Skim
11:30-Ill Gong Skew
11:30-Sweat Tome.ree
12:00 -Form Picture
11:55-NKlieers 12:00-News
12:05-News
12,30-A, World Terns
12:311-Des of Lives
1:30-The Doctors
131-Gelding Lye:
240- Anothier Weed
2:00-41 le framily
3:00- Semoset
2:30-Mitch GOON
3:30- yillitent's !own
3:00- Tattletales
4:00- The Brody lunch
3:30-Mickey None
4:30-Owed"
4:00-'overly Nehillies
5-30- 6111( News
4:30- Ank Griffith
600 News
5:00-Tel the Truth
5:30- tiers
6.00- CBS News

TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2
6:30- Delly
700-Cmtitaio & Tenn&
8:00-AK Specie
10:00-Newsreel
10:30-Noy Norteme
11:00-Basketball
12:30CM
2:30- lowered

WSIL-3
5:30-Crates Pete
6:15- News
6:30-News
7:00=Capten & Timmins
5:00-Rees
10:00-News
10:311-Sts.1k.From.
12:00-News

WSM-4
7:00-Uffie Noose
5:00-Mists
10:40-News
10:30- height Show
12:00- Tomorrow

WTVF-5
6:30-Tel The inlet
7:00-Jeffwows
7:30-Bente, Leese
5:00-Need.
11:30-Al's her
9:011- TVA
10:00-News
14:30- WWI Reports
11:00- Ileskethell
12:30-News

VIPSD-6
4:30-Pep Gras Cranny
7:00-Lithe Neese
$00- Movie
10:00-News
10:30-leskethell
111- Tomierrevr

KFVS-12
4:00-lbws
6:30-floppot Show
7:00- Jeffers's*
7:30-llostieg Lew
MOO-bolter Shelter
10:00-Chewed 12 Reports
10:30-Movie
TSAI
1:20- News

TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2 •

WSIL-3

ViSAA-4

WTVF-5

6:30- Tremors Hue?
6:30-Tel The Tnrth
5:30-Cant's Pets
7:00-Nappy Days
6:15-News
7:00-Mass, Who's
7:00-lee lee
7:30-Levents & Sidra 6:30-News
5:00 -M•A•S•11
1:00-Peke Weillel
a:se-Teas
7:01-01appy Der —LW -Police Rory
—710---13ra tiny"
9:00-AK Special
7:30-Fee:le
0:00- leak
10:00-News
9:00-lees
10:00-News
10:30- Tonight Shew
10:30-May Nees=
10:00- Weather
10:30-Grasewhe
12:0111- Tomerreer
11:00- Tetuan Mystery 10:30-Mystery Movie
11:30- tresses
1:4111-111 Che
g#2:35-News •
IMO-News
3:00- Newsweek

Knock-2Knock
SigrWolin
Afternoon
Devotional
News Sports
Weather

WNGE-2,

I

WSIL-3
5:30-Crate Pete
6:15-News
6:30-News
Woman
7:00
5:00- Beretta
9:00-Rees
1040-News
10:31-Mystery Movie
12:00-News

VISKA-4
7:00-CPO Sharkfry
7:30-Mee= Steveralie
11:00-S1'ete's Crart
1:30-The Pretties
11:00- MK Reports
10:0- News
10:30- knight Sher
12:00- Tomorrow

WTVF-5

VIPSD-6
6:30-4121,0000wethee
7:00- Med Sheep
1:00-Peke
0:00-Peke Story
10:00-.News
10:30- Tonight Sheer
12:00- Tomorrow Shaw

- KFVS-12
6:00-News
6:30-Nora that Two
7:00- Who's Who
5:30-Des Day
9:00- Rea
10:00 Owen'12 Reports
10134-Meet
TB&
•
12:30-News

KFVS-12

WPSD-6

6:30-Tel The Troth
6:30-Nashville Mein
7:00-Good Times
7:00-CPO Sharkey
7:30-A Tear At The Top 7:30-McLean beeposest
0:0111-Sirete's Come
11:00-Movie
10:00-News
1:30-The Pretties
10:30- Gonsetehe
9:00-News Report
11:30-Irene&
10:00-News
10:30- Tosight Skew
1210- Mows
12:00-Tewarrre Skew

6:01-News
LA-Price is Might
7:00-Geed Thew
7:30-leases"
COO- Halter Moho
1091-Chapel 12 Reports
10:39-Movie

raz
12:XI-News

TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE-2

4:30- Name That Time
7:00-totter
LP-*kW ii0P9•111111
11:00- Barney Minor
I:30- Tiff" Randal
9:00-Rees
10:00- Newsweek
10:31-Miry Nertiessi
11:05-ARC Special
12:00-PM. Club
2:00-Needranch

WSIL-3
6:00-Crates Pete ,
0:15-News
630-News
7:00-titter
7:30-Whets Noppening
I:00-Barney Miller
Tory Paeriall
0:00-lists
10:00-News
10:30-Specie
12:00- News

WSAA-4
7:03- Perfteltrad Game
1:00- "Jeleway, We
*Grey Knew ye'
10:00-Mews
10:30- Temight Shelf
12:00- Tomorrow

WTVF-5
6:30-Ill The Treb
7:00- Welton
1:00-Newel Ret-0
9:00- larenby bras
1090-News
10:30- Getwooke
11:30-Irowehlo
12:30-News
1:00- Mg Show

IVPSCI-6
6:30-Porter Wegener
7:00- Pereetheihrme
COO-OM"
10:00-News
10:30- Teal*,Show
12:00- Tomorrow Skew

KFVS-12
0:00—News
6:30-Wield of AdaMs
7:00-Welton
5:00-Nowell Fivo-0
9:00-kiresity new
10:00-0mneel 12 Reports
10:30-Movie
IRA
1:311-News

TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
' WNGE-2
6:30:-. kkey liege
7:03-D11.111111y & Marie
COO- AK Specie
10:00-Newsweek
10,30- Mary Mem=
11:00-S. WAY.
1240-Peter lairshall
1:30-en CM
3:311- Newseek
w

WSIL-3
6:00-Crates Pete
6:1S- Mews
6:30- News
7:00-Downy a hum
coo _ Roos
10:00Nows
10:30-S.W..A.T.
11:37-Movie
1:SO- News

WSM-4
7:00-Sanford & Soo
7:30-Chico and the Man
LIM-leafed Rles
"
0:00--- S•114"
10:011-News
10:30- knight Shoo
12:00-Menige Simla

Afternoon
Devotional
News ,Sorts
Weather

•••••••••••Now...M.

Afternoon
•
Devotional
News-Spar-Lb.__
Weather

Si.gn-on
Afternoon
Devotional
News Sports
Weather

-

Sign-on
Afternoon
Devotional
News Sports
Weather

FOCUS

•

FOC4,15

•

FOCUS

FOCUS

FOCUS

* Options

Welfare
Reform:

Ladies Day

The Answer

Murray
Outdoors
.Knock-Knock

Why?
Travelure

Quest for
Adventure
M.Xestone4 of
Progress

Monday
Jan 24

1. dell Peterson, Birds of Western 4ntucky
2. Representatives _from. Speech and Theatre'

Tuesday
Jan 25

1. Book Review
2. Representatives from Industry a6c1 Technology
3. Teen-party

•

Wednesday
Jan 26

1, HAtory in Persressye__2. MSU Economist
3. Weekly SpOpping Basket
- r.
Thursday. _
Representatives from the Department of Nursing
Jan 27
2. .MSU Political Scientist
:3. Dew Drop Rowlett, Department of Recreation and PE
4. A book for every child
Friday
Jan 213

.

1. -Flower Arranging with Juanita Lynn
W'r
2
Margaret Trevalhan wLtls Libra.ry4Corner
3. Fred Overton, MSU Head Basketball Coach
4. Guide Post

Bandstand
Plans 25th
Anniversary
NEW YORK AAP) Remember Dick Clark's first
ttput star.-the 41alaexicia-.......
Bandstand" went. national?
It's a long time back - 20
years and more than 8,300 live
Music" - of -,7 the miniber 2-on the singleis charts at least three months.
The
-_perforniiinces ago. Barry, Robin and Maurice
The date was Monday, Aug. discotheque is still very.and has the great falsetto
Gibb have a lot going for them
5, 1957, hot and sticky in popular in the recording in- voice.
Philadelphia. And it was Billy dustry. It looks like it is here
The worst thing Sayer has on the album. For one thing,
Williams-singing "I'm Gonna - to May.
going for him is- the album, they have a great sound and
Today we will look at Leo "Kndless Flight." Some of the secondly, they havel three hit
Sit Right Down and Write
Sayer,Brass construction and cuts are old material. There singles. The singlealare "You
Myself a Letter."
"It was an innovation,it was the group that is leaning just is not that much new, Should Be Dancing,""Love So
an atrocity, it was terrible, it toward disco sound - the Bee material on the album except Right,"and their latest single,
for the hit single--Therefore, "Boogie Child." "Love So
was great, it was a window on Gees,
Brass Construction
the album is rated -fair Right" is the only hit single
the youth world, it was called
yamigwything in the world
that ie bet rPuI1y a &Jen _eut
Brass Cnnetrurtinn ro_the slthnugh it iv unit a smash
"Boogie Child" nay ptove,
Mostly, it was called awful," newest of these disco groups to success.
that the British pot might ' Bee Gees '"
Clark rememberstwo decades come on the music scenes; ,
Where as Sayer's album is a outdo the blacks on'did sound.
later. "Most adults didn't like and, their first album hit the
kids to begin _ with, or charts in a big way. The group flop or the _charts, the Bee _ Other_ good Cuta'__on the
mistrusted them, and the is described- as part rhythm Gee's latest, "Children of the album are "Subway" and
music was so bizarre it scared and blues, part funk and part World" is -a smash success "Can't Keep a Good' Man
jau..In mropinion. they are a and has been in the top 20 for 4Dowil.”
the hell out of theni."
But within days of that first cross between Chicago
coast-to-coast broadcast on because of their horns and
ABC-TV, "American Ban- Earth:Wind and Fire because
.4:Wand" was an American of their vocals and rhythm.
Their latest album, "Brass
institution. Then, it was 90
minutes a day, five. days a Construction II" is pretty good
week, live. Today,"American and more refined than their
Bandstand" is on once a week, first album. It has a little
NEW YORK (AP)--- Would spent some time in Argentina
more vocals and not too much you listen to a rock ' opera "getting the facts and a feel
on Saturdays,taped.
Clark, now 47, has assem- repitition within each cut. about the life of Eva Peron? for the country," then
bled more than 109 of the in- - "Ha Clia Cha" is their latest No, it's not a joke.
returned home to England to
dustry's big names for a two- single and it is one of the best
Eva Duarte Pe , second sell the idea to Andrew'Lloyd
hour special on ABC-TV salsa disco cuts on the album. wife of Arge
- .
e dictator Webber.
Friday . night, Feb. 4. Clark Horns come on strong on this Juan Pero
Rice got the facts - Eva
may be an
.
calls "American Bandstand's one.
for the idiom Peron's mundane backunlikely
Other great cuts on the that-'-u 'uced Elvis and the ground, . her career In
25th Anniversary" - it was
telecast locally fot five years album are-"Get To The
es, but how would a rock motion pictures-and on the
. and "What's pera on the life of Christ radio, her marriage to then2 "SambEo"
before the network hookup - Point;'
"a study of 25 years of popular On Your Mind."
strike you if you hadn't heard Col. Juan D. Peron and the
. -.
.
. ..
Jon Sa Pr
fnusio and some of the other..
iletode she spent as one
ape
•
es
We are now beginning to see
things that went on."
most
the
Well the boys who-brought of
world's
-nark legs a zoyish.-kinking a tut of Br dish artists- getting- —
you "Superstar" tow bring glimorous, powerful and
25, a radio disc jockey in into the disco sound - Leo you "Evita," a serious, en- beloved women. It ends,with '
Philadelphia, when he took -Sayer is one of them. Sayer. tert4iningiiard rock_look at_ her dgattf korri clincer.ko,19514„
,
-over—Mt-rock 'If' roll "Bon='
like tbel3erGeet.-fasfitcnta-ft1/-the
woman
who ,rose at 33.
falsetto
with
the
high
sound
dstand" in July 1956.- The
dramatically from less-thap"I was not trying to make a
show,
'broadcast ' live voice. In most cases,- this has respectable beginnings to the
political- point," he said:'"I
WFIL-TV,
from
was proven more effettve - "
f
side of one of South America's
was concerned with what
"phenomenally successful," Sayer it meant an overnight most dominant figures,
_
made her tick. It wasn't going
.
he recalls. "We had 67 per success.
to be a deep, ithohistic
The beat thing that Sayer pre
cent of the audience in
'ss
Sh'
vespean
rsone,idre
a reTalrykaim
ble
Philadelphia. We were on a _ has going for him is his latest person," said Tim Rice, 32, study."
limited network then,' in .hit single,"Yon Make Me Feel who wrote the words for 'Webber, 29, and Rice spent'
two years creating "Evita"
-•
Like Dancing." This single is "Evita." "AndPennsylvania."
•
that doesn't
sketchy biography.
fronithe
ABC bought the idea the
mean one admires her 100.oe
"We were trying in a way,"
'r
R:o(10
1(iii T1414
11. (API -- cent. I like'
HOI.1.!4
!
\ IA
next summer, and, says
to say- most eottle '
a
- gond and bad-. She was ,Rice said, "to get over in '
Clark, "I was very confident. thane Keaton awl Richard are
piece of music in 1976 the kind
we would succeed. I Was Gere..will star in . 1 inking for very.gOod and very bid."
of impact she had 25 or 30
- .
pretty sure it would catch on. Mr. Goudbitr,- the fain based .
te
liossner s hest:selling ,„
.
,
Pe ,
yeass ag0..'' .
though I had no idea it twiuld on JudithParantount
novel,
Pictures in-album form here-thts-week
last 251fears." i
.
Jec+1.41)allwa,,a,
:d
,
f for the niedia...and selected
"Evita"._ from _Webber. and
''American' BIM-Stand" • Miss Keat,i, will p1i* the tiencLsettecs, including Sylvia •• Rice-is a striking and not.
from coast to coast made an role ol;Theresa Dunn, the lone- .Miles_ and Prince Egon Von alwOys flattering portrait
of a .
instant national figure of its ly New York , school Te'zicter Furstenbutg. A head-start woman of unflagging energy,. ,
host. At its -high-point, who- liaroit% the Fmgte5-bars': single of one of the-Ope
-Va's - driven b; a desire to improve:"American Bandstand" had Gere has bl'efl I elSt . In- the role most stirring.-songs, "Don't - the lives of the
masses and •
Tort -, the roan who fibn
werdee
es
rs_ Cry for Me, Argentina," -revered
an audience of 20 million a
as a saint by her'
i
week and it was a trend-setter oherrT.oTuesda;r.icqtas
lected to play'Katherine„-There- already has sold a quarter- '!shirtless ones." She was
for the country's teen-agers.
hated by the army and
sa's
sister-..and Williani Athe- million copies in England.
"I mean, everything kids
r
ton
will
appear ..a.t.Jarnes Mor-. - -Rice caught the idea for . Argentina's aristocracy and,
wore in Philadelphia they
"Evita" from a radio after all, was the powerful
,
risey,
• - • broadcast- he heard in 1973, . Wifi of a powore all over the United
...
,
werful dictator.
States," Clark remembers.
I,
HINci,„()N,SIAr
W :
i '1_144'
;
The..--. **Sr** **i**********************
'It was i, very naive world, wtAlsiAt
but there was a great deal of chic.lkloolfroin qichendtza, a
*
*
We Have The Top Nits
preplanning and knowledge Of Maya-Toltec sculpture dating
*
*
The
New
The
New
,
,
'
*
*
the audience that went into it. from the 10th to 12th centuries :
David Bowie
Bootsy Rubber Bbnd :
*
Tuning in on what their World A.D., is on display at the
was about and is about is the Smithsonian' Hirschhorn Mu- : filer largess Selection of Tapes and Albums in IOW, ofM6
*
sewn and Sculpture Garden
,4,
*
job.
through
March
1977.
,
.
*
Special Discount To
I
I
"I'm 47 years old, and'
* .
It is on official loan from'thr. .*
people say, 'How the hell do goverrinietit of Mexico
*
All Students Each Week
to com*,
you know what's going on. Its themorate the , Uthted Stites' ;
* -.u. •
a whole different world.' Well, Bicentennial. The reclining fig*
*,•,-isn't. It's like a doctor or a ure, fund in the Yucatan-pen- ..
.
*
* Central Shopping Center
lawyer
or ,
753-61165
insula in 1875, is considered to
il
*
be the'finest of its,hipit.
-Pr.Ofessional.
.. ,

It's No Joke

:''ject

TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
6:30- Marone Squares
7:00- Biotic We..,
COO-Owen.
9:00-AK Special
10:00-116ewswatch
10:30-May Nortmen
11:10- Rookies
1:45-In aub
3:45-Noweretek

FRIDAX
Jan 28 -

GUESTS ON FCCUS

KFVS-12

WPSD-6

6:1111-Sevese Semester
6:30-Bible Baptist
7:00-Ski Ridge averts, 6:S0-1im Digest
6:00- Mete*,Drama
7:00- Merano
7:011- hoer Church
7:00- None of Worship
7:30-Day of Discovery 7:00-Drank 14111 Memeee
0:35-News
7:30-Gospel Sepia
7:30
Carl
Tiptoe
7:30- Amnia,Grow
7:30-Jilts Celle
5:00-is... Robs*.
8:30-Pedecah Devon's 700-Ilmossi Dimeaskto
LOC
1:00-Lulls Resouls
114/-16nek4illeUirel
8:3e _
11:30-Onsl telorts
hum
behers 7:30-Nonni of Tree*
9:15
II:30- Three Stooges
9:00-Gospel Ni.
Gospel* 1:00-lithe Daub
9:30-Childress
News
9:00-Good
" DismverY
$
'30-6
0:30-let Ihnebers1
10:00-My.of Wig= 9:00-Dheensises le Falb 0:30_0„51 tojerps
' 9:010- Int Bee. Cheek,
10:00-Chomped Uses
10:30- Woodman Baptist 10:30-Ada.Amami& 9:30-It is Written
10:00-Cason Three
10:30- Nereid ef Trek
11:30-News Coeforeoce 11:00-lbws & Answers moo-Ceammedt, Werth* 10:00- Tray &Sisson Alamo 11:00- Accent
10:34- Face ths Nedra
18:30_ 11„„y
12:00-Imes & Answers 11:30-Deo Tomei
10:30-Nereid ef Trek
11:55-This la the UM
11:30-Mee sae Press
11:00-Keswerld
12:30-Fishing
12:00-Abele Lollies 11:10-Dray SPeffrnm
11:311- Limp Yes My het
12:00-Grandstand
11:30- nein
1:00-Soperears
11:30-Mon the Press
12:30- Direction
lasketbell
12:00 -Challenge 40 Semis
12:00-Changing
Vows
LOVRIMICO
WiN
2:3012:00-Basketball
1:00-Superstars
12:45- laskethel
2:30- Grainfield
3:30- Wild linden
2:30-Spits
3:00-11atiestal Gragraphic
3:00-Ant*. Workshap 340- Tomes
12:45
inshothwN
4:00-Crosby Gill
4:40-"limping At"
4:00-Crosby Golf
3:30-Braes Lee & Ouster 5:00- America
3:00- Tennis
6:00-Ike* Beech
5:00- Wee'Dobbs
COO-Brady leech
5:30-News
4:00-Reoping Fit
5:00-News
7:00-Six MOSseS Ma
7:00-Sly Millie S Mee 5:30-News
6:00-Sixty Mimeos
5:110-News
5:30-News
1:00-AK Specie
6:00-Disney
SAO-Rees
7:00-Rhode
5:30-News
6:00-60 Allovies
10:00- liewswetel
10:00-News
7:1111- Weir!114**
7:35-Phyllis
640- Walt Disney
7:50-bide
10:30- Meeks
0:30- McCloud
10:15 - 700 Cie
7:40-Mystery Movie
0:N -twitch
:
7
JO
11:30-New Nasirrilliews
10:00-News
9:00- Detvecchis
IL 30-Stowestroot
5:00-Switch
12:10-New UM
15:35- Dreyer,
10:00-News
10:00- News
9:00-Delegacies
12:30-News
11:09-Uotracheip1e5
10:15-News
10:30-Geese Age
10:00-News
12:00-With This Ring
10:45-fratsamike
10:30-Perry Mesita
11:43-News
11:30-Per. The Nation

THURSDAY
Jan "2'7

Si

TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WNGE-2

WEDNESDAY
Jan 26
•n-on

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

6:30-Tel the Trek
7:00-C•de I
LIM- Whe Dared
9:00-Executive See
10:00-News
10:30- Graseeks
11:30-Meek
12:30-News
1:00- Swoons, Theatre

6:30-Caned Callen
7:00-Samiferd & See
7:30-Chice & the Mee
11100- Rockford Files
LOS-Sweat
1040-News
130-Tonight Shea
12:09- Menight Smoniel

. KFVS-12
cog_ am,
6:30-DOM
240_04s i LSO-Swag I, Cher
9:00-Ineemthe Sulte
1440-Chommel 12 Rep;ris
IC30-arab
his
12:30-News

r

it

-rv Service Center

*
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WANTADS

Ford Trying To Get
Golf Game 'In Shape'

2 Notice
1 Legal Notice
6 Help Wanted
PEBBLE, BEACH, Calif,.
At the airport he wiped
AP)-Private citizen Gerald Away a tear or two as he
I'M NOT responsible for
THE FLEA -MARKET
SALES MANAGEMENT,
Ford, who suddenly has a new climbed aboard the Boeing 707
nobodys debts, but my
Bargain Center is now
College representative.
set of, priorities, is setting out that had been designated Air
own. Dennis Crass.
National Company
open, Dover, Tennessee.
to get my golf game in Force One whenever he
interviewing college
Operated by Joe Bailey
shape" on his first full day out boarded it as president.
2 Notice
and Linda Dill, located
grads for position in
of the presidency.
"I don't deny I got a little
Murray. First year
in the (bid Joe Martin Ford was partnered with sentimental," Ford said, "but
FIGURE
income average $12,000
Building), 3 miles West
Arnold Palmer in the Bing tried notto expose it, to keep it
SALON,
Dixieland -Center. Call
bonuses.
All
plus
of Dover on Highway 79.
Crosby Pro-Am Golf Tour- within myself."
for free visit and inbenefits,
company
Acroistrom Uncle Joes
nament here today after
For .000 HI minutes
'formation, 751-6881.
training in Dallas, Tex.
-relinquishing the nation's Thursday, as they rode along
Discount Store. HunMust be hard working,
dreds of items. Some
highest office to Jimmy Pennsylvania Avenue from
aggressive,
enjoy
brand
Carter.
new.
6
days
Open
BROTHERS
FOREIGN
the White House to the Capitol,
working with people.
As he flew from Washington Ford and Carter chatted.
a week and Sunday
AUTO Service invites
opinterview
For
-to Monterey, Calif., after the
Bargains
afternoons,
you to bring your
Because (hey had battled
portunity send resume
galore. Ya'w1 come.
Carter inaugurAtion Thur- each other in the election, the
Volkswagon, Porsche,
to Jim Hurt, 2200 Abbott
sday, Ford said he thought he subject of the chat tni4ht have
or. Audi in ,for prompt
Martin Road, Nashville,
had prepared himself well for:'fbeeti intriguing;but Ford said,
and coiirteous service.
EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Tenn. 37215. .
the swiftswitch in poWer.
Located on Industrial
It was mainly just very nice
Call 753-0129.
• ••We certainly took the pleasantries,small talk."
Road. Call 753-0521.
attitude that our time had
The former president said
$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
BELTONE
HEARING
ended and President Carter's that he and Carter are•friends,
SPARETIME!
Would you like to
UnAID Sales. Free service
time had begun," Ford said, and that he will refrain from
ride our Church
believably, excitingly
on
all
makes.
Open
9-1
4111d- - said ,-101 -him that-we- criticizing Carter - -fee--sorne
easy!
'Sus to Sunday
Send
selfdaily. Monday-Friday- __
wishedlirathe very-best-,-that time- because 'I'mgoing to be
School and moraddressed and staknped
Beltone of Benton, 1200
-I was available to help."
busy, Kell be busy,and Lwish
envelope to Box 1824,
ning worship serPoplar St., Benton, Ky.
But he said that his leave- him the very, very best as he
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
vices at
Phone 527-8463.
taking was poignant anyway, takes on
some tough
Sinking Spring Botist Wick
and that he waS' moved when responsibilities."
WANTED YOUR NEED is our
If You do call:
Carter began his inaugural
Beginning with his State a(
' QUALIFIED tractor
concern. NEEDLINE
address by thanking Ford on the Union address last week, 'Mickey Boggess • 753- 6270
mechanic. Experience
•
753-6333.
behalf of the nation.
when he added a tantalizing
neZessaty. Send apl thought it was good, I -maybe" to a sentence that
plications, Cary
COLOR PORTRAITS,
thought it hit the right tone," said it was his last speech
Brandon, 6031
/
2 N. 18th.
bring us yours for extra
he said of Carter's inaugural there. Ford has implied he
Wastern Dark
copies,
Made
from
.any
address. "I naturally was inight seek office again.
Fired Tobacco
size into any size.
$100.00 AND MORE
very grateful for his opening
Giiwers
-We've got a lot of things to
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
- weekly possible working
comment and his very kind do between_ now and then,"
Association
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Part Time at home. Age
remarks."
Ford said Thursday. "I just
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
For rent532sq. ft.
and Education nc
Ford had ,spent 28 years in r want people -to do a little
753-0035, Free parking
barrier. 'Send self ad* Washington :as congr,e,prnan, thinking and speculating. I
office space.
lot, Use, our rear endressed stamped envice presiden6La*president, don't wantsanyone.to move in
tilities furnished.
trance.
velope. King, Box 233
and, after theiWremonies, he and pre-empt the field without
VM Mantua, - N. J.
asked his helicopter pilot to thinking they'll have a
none
FOR FREE OIL and
08051.
circle the city once before challenge frOM an old-timer
753-3341, or.
adjust on any sewing
faking him to the airport.
who's got the good spirit."
753-3342
machine.
Call
AVON
Betty Ford said, "The only
Lakewoadw...
1-364-8613.
products...As
t me.--11Tarn" - really
WHAT WE do best
is
you'll
find
you
never
emotionally, perhaps upset
DO YOU believe the Holy
care. NEEDLINE, 753looked so good. No
was when we left the Capitol"
Bible is God's inspired
6333.
experience necessary.
where the inauguration
ward? Would you like ta
•
Call 753-5750 in Murray
-,ceremony was held.
learn more about God's
I BUY RAW furs at .my
or write Glenda Duke,
"After all, Jerry and I were
plan for you? Call 753home on 641 South,
Box 3247, Paducah, Ky.
married in October (1948) and
0984. It is not a recorTuesdays, Wednesdays,
42001.
he was elected in November
ding. This is also our
and Thursdays. 21
/
2
and our whole married life has
business phone.
miles from Uncle Jeffs.
been spent at the Capitol," she
Phone 753-3375 Douglas
- said.
BUILT UP
Shoemaker.
ADVERTISING
ROOFING
FtAUSCHENBERG EXHIBIT
Repair work, new conDEADLINES
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
WASHINGTON (API - The
s
t ructio n
end
cusse
All
icd
displa
d
y
Lsp
la
ad
;
s,
s
$.75, at Hornbuckle
largest exhibition of the works
rereefing-Appreved---- - Barber Shop,1U9 Walnut
of Robert Rauschenberg ever
by ramjet roofing
and regular display,
Street.
Mondayheld is currently on display at
must be submitted
iminefeeterr.
,Coifs.
Thursday 7:30-11:30
the Smithsonian . National Colby 12 noon, the day
ct us soon for
lection of Fine Arts. The exhibFriday & Saturday 7:30before publication.
economical prices end
it contains approximately 150
3:30. Appointment at
All
reader
waits from the late 1940s to the
"may work.
home. Call if needed 753classifieds must be
present and includes some of
Call
3685.
submitted by 12 noon
his most famous works.
Klapp Reefing
The exhibition will travel to
the day
before
Co., Inc.
the Museum of Modern Art in
publication.
Mayfield, Kentucky
New York, the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art, the Al12. Insurance
bright-Knox Art Gallery in Buffalo and the Art Institute of
Chicago during 1977.
( NOT WhiErs NOJIZE
GOci.C5E
\

PORTRAITS IN
LIVING COLOR

$1.95

DEPOSIT WHEN
PHOTOGRAPHED

9.00

ON DELIVERY

Portraits will be delivered within three weeks

F

NO LIMIT 3 BIG DAYS ALL AGES
DAYS: Thurs., Fri., Sat.
DATES: Jan. 20,21,22
HOURS: 11 a.m.-7 P.m.
,-,mgorma

-

OH Hat, I
I-IATE THESE
FIELP TRIPS!

THEY ONCE
- THOUGHT - THE

t5N T
-

REALLY.
LAT
•

:WORLD WAS

FLAT)

84,s

•.._•••

Check
Your
Ad

BEETLE BAILEY
DARN '7, :ERG
"
CANT
Cg
Ass' On.IEIIZ WAY TO

AWA! I
GIVE

NOT
QUITE

Phone Numbers
for The
Ledger 81 Times
Departments
Are As Follows

EXP....LS IT.'
NOLI
'OS

z4eT

7

LISTEN TO THE

T'EN/
IN THIS MOVIE

-COLUMN

WOutt:Ist'T TtiEse 9E
AWCULL-Y ROUGH
TO SL_EED I IN',

17----"'.------7

f

fA
‘
I

,
,
,

r-1-s

.

W.• '
1

.
-k---:
----------- --:.

•:.- .,„.

--

r,----

•- .,--,....

i

/111 - .

newspaper

wiii

for

ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR-- _

Crossword Puzzler

4,r

oikk-.,

Ar

I'm DIANA PALMER .5TILL
ALIVE. I WON T BE AFTER
THIS BROADCAST...

Answel to Thursdays Puzzie`
ACROSS
shelter
MOOD IMMO
DOWN
Spoken
1
00013M0 DORODO
1 Poem
5 English ,
OD DOMOMMM 011
streetcar
2 Eguitably
DOW IMMO WOO
3 Near
9 Quarrel
110013 MMM ROAM
12 Nerve netCIMCNIIMM
work
.5 Commonplace
6:11311
13 Rockfish
3111C1
6 Rumor'
7 Article
14 Exist
013013130
8 Small rug'
15 Babylonian
MUM MMM OURO
9 Rants
.
deity
[WOMB DOD
1 0 COniundlon
16 Journey
on 8001311703 011
11 Pronoun
18 Label
•
fiCIODrit7
20 Conjunction l7 Rupees
01101311 COMM
22 Pack awe/
labbr I
Z4 Possessive 19 Exclamation 56 Number
35 Knocks
pronoun
21 Semi-pre58 Afternoon
27 Lariat
cious stone 38 Goals
' party
40 Metal
•
2%ger1aining
23 Lament
Humber
fastener
60
25 List of plays
' loan era
43 Lawmaking 61 Three-toed
26 Looks fix 3) Deposit
sloth
body
ediy
32 Growing out
46 Weaving
62 Pronoun
27 Mend
of
Compass
machines.
64
28 Greenland 34 Row
48 Helpet
point
36 Parent lcol- . settlement
51 Symbdi for 66 Man s
log /
30 Dregs
nickname
tantalum
33 Sewmg
37 Roof of
53 Greek letter
mouth
case
39 Thinner
I "2
3
•
.: 5
6 -7
8
.,-. 79
10 i i
41 Hebrew
mghth
,-.. .0)
14
42 Vandals
..
j_;::
.
::,
_..
_..
44 4atra
j••:,:••
-."- or, iy
'a
45 Sick
:::•:-. ll `9
"
.-.
.
Mental
'4:'.
i.
47
im.
23 ..-724
f.
23 26
age
71 C.,i 22
49Poses for
portrait
27
410...7..,71,
28
:-..., 79
50 Hindu pea-

onm

arum=

I)>

LI'L ABNER
??-Y0'9v,AN-r5
- AAE

•

•

54117 NO NII4E PEOPLE
HOLLD

AH M,EANT,IT THEN, AN'
AH MEANV,I,T NOW -ARD MAPk°CH
A)-I HAS SPOKEN rr-

sant

61 Gut 54 Behold,
55 Grain
57 Mine
entrance
59 Maiden
loved by
Zeus. .
61 Goal
-63 Heraldry
grafted
65-Merit

4
_L-1
4
.r

5 Lost And Found
•-• "'"--7,LOST FOUR
YEAR old
male German Shepherd.
Brown and Black.
Answers to
name
Donnie. Reward offered.
Call 435-4177.
6 Help Wanted

THE PHANTOM

„ sEe"evu-eveFLEAGLE
6u-r,- MAMMY- YO'OKICe"

No Foolin....Six
Different Selections
For Only A Dollar
...And That Includes
Coffee And Tax!
One Buck Gets It
All...At Perkins.
Weekdays Iii 10 AM
itt

be

only
one incorrect insertion

responsible

'`'........--.=-

1st:
Mir.

_2.,

Advertisers
ore
regu ?sled to check the
fir.stAnserhon_oLath.
correction
This

News_ Soctely _and_
:1918
Sports
.753
Retoi: Display advertising 753./919
Classified Display,
ClossifredCircUroti
on and the Businev
Office
may
be
reached on 7531916ond 753-1917

BLON DIE
IT SAYS THE wESTEPNST-AR,
(MK LA RuE, WEAR'S/
Bt,10.(5KIN
PA...1A NIAS
.

BREAKFAST
FOR A
BUCK!!

LI

67

.'.'
.
.nA

32

.

3
4'

.. ..v 42

01

.: .155
....• ,
6?

PCIIIMISIVI1

.
S6
7.7403

•'.'•,,,,,
,-,-,
'
7;.....: -

8 Toward
VI3nun
69

iii tr

•
•

I,, I rtited

For Your
Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business

ONE-STOP
SERVICE
Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

WOULD
LIKE
TO
babysit for young child.
Call 753-4378.
$200.00
WEEKLY
posswie stuffing envelopes. Send seltaddressed, 'stamped
envelope. Edray Mails,.
Box 188, Albany, MO
64402.
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY.
Area
office
of
national
company will add one
person to staff in order
to serve the Murray
area, If you want to be
your. own boss and want
no limit to your earnings, Call 502-443-8294
between 10 a. m. and 2 p.
m., collect if necessariL
_

Destroy!
For All Your
timorous,
Needs...

Pardom & Thurman
Insurance
407111opie

713-44111

411MINONIMMOSTO11.4111111amik

14 Want To Buy
FUR, Red Fox, $45.00.
Grey
fox,
$30.00.
Muskrat, $5.00. Mint
$17.00. Raccoon $15.00.
Deck Antiques. 1725
Parkview, Hopkirlkille,
Ay. 502-8864438.

, 4,:;-

iff
'
...7'.

,• •-.
51
• 52
.
.
;
.

50

61

•

,

1;
1.1
'
". 47
.6

45

•
61

...'
•..39
,.,...,

\: a

SHIELD OF SHELTER

•:•;•: 49
;•••••.. '
53 . •,
-" 51
..." •4

.. : 57

9
SB A:V.,

64

65

•
z.
'Ur,
. Si ,,

.•
60

66

g'
_
•-2J

77

WORK AT HOME in'
spare time earn $250.00
per 1000 stuffing envelopes. Send 25 cents
plus stamped, selfaddressed envelope to:
1.i ,
..Terrry Lane Enterprises,
P. 0. Box 289, Hobart,
Indiana 46342.

WANTED: B4' Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Ca11527-1315 or 474-8854.
COINS _AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
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;
15 Aiiicles For Sale
- NEVER. USED
anything' like it," say'
users of Blue Lustre
carpet cleaner. -Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.

r,

all

IP X IC 31E,

ad116..
TWO PIECE BLACK
naugahyde sofa andchair. Also two table
lamps. Like new. Less
than half price. Phone
753-9036 or see at 715
Goodman Street.
FIRE SCREEN for
and
acfireplace
cessories. Will sell
separate or together.
Call 753-8200.
FREE!
WHOLESALE
` JEWELRY CATALOG!
'Exclusive
Designers'
-Collection! Bargains
1824,
galore! Box
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
TWO CHERRY corner
cupboards. 1309 Fairway' Circle, Mayfield,
Ky.
TUB
ENBATH
CLOSURE kits. Marbleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
$15.00 to $20.90 rick. Call_
-7554304.

18. Sewing Machines

24

FOR SALE'- zig zag
sewing machine, Full
cash price, $30. Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
19. farm Equipment

27, Mobile Home Sales

1973 THREE BEDROOM,
2 baths, all electric,
double insulated. Good
condition. Must sell.
0100. Call 7534095.

TRAILER FOR .RENT:
Dills Trailer Court. Call
-75tPIT'4tfitVI
1551.

foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
, _Cajal/let, Co....12Da_SLOO-Avenue.754-6767.
'
'Urethane

TWO BEDROOM
home at Green

THREE :BEDROOM
BRICK, paved drive
. Large lot. Storage
building. Call 753-3257 or
ifa3-4140.

"
JIMA*? CAFtTER
TALENT SEARL
-OFF-tet--CALVEtritiefl=fArt-THE
WRONG NUMBER "

33. Rooms For

Rent

SLEEPING -ROOMS:
entrance.
Private
Refrigerator. Zimmerman Apartments,
South 16th Street, 7536609.
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.

mobile
Acres.

FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail _stotclia.
south sick-Coirrt-scplare

Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Calr-Dal Boyd, 1:2472833.

GROCERY STORE and
Service Station for lease
with
apartment.
10a 50 ALL ELECTRIC.
Water and girbage -- Immediate possession.
*kap landshed:-One --Cali1534726.
mile out of city limits.
Call 753-5405 after 5 p. FOR LEASE - Building,
Call 753-3043.

16 HorT, Fur n'h , rigs

Phone 753-3914

Kelley's Termite
+Pest C-ontrol-

20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call

wain

MUST SELL Whirpool
100 South 131h
washer and dilref.
Refrigerator freezer
24 Miscellaneous
combination.Small drop
leaf breakfalt table with,
TWO PARAKEETS with
2 chairs, chest and one
cage. $30.00 for both. 10
odd chair. Call 753-2900
speed bike, $175. Call
or 753-4524.
353-0260.
11. Vacuum Cleaners
-ALL DESIGNER sheets
reduced 40 per cent, all
ELECTROLUX SALES
seats reduced 40
toilet
and service. Call Tony
per cent, all candles 10i
Montgomery, 753-6/60
price, all shower curday or night.
1
2 price, all
tains /
tablecloths reduced 15
KIRTIY VACUUM Sales
per cent, one group
and Service, 500 Maple_
decorator pillows
Street. New and rebuilt
reduced 25 per cent at
vacuums. Call 753=0359.
Door,
Green
the
24 Hour answering
Center,
Dixieland
service.
Chestnut Street.
DISTRIBUTOR
We are in the booming automotive parts aftermarket-No_sellingatesupply_thp urvylurits ilp tn
$250 weekly Part time, UP to $7.5.0 QLiUQre lull
time. $2,995 investment for inventory. For information write enclosing phone number endeddress to: WAYCO CORPORATION, 175 Fulton
Ave, Htmpstead, NY 11550.'OrealtToll-irreef'
800-645-2845.

SAVE
NOW
FREE

20

MILE

DELIVERY

6125.00 op, floored, reedy to use. Also precut, you build, as
low is $300.00. s 1 up to 21 s 60 'tendon' but will precut
any she needed. Bey the best for less.
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-09114

1976 Po ntioc Aster Coupe,extra Mee.
1975 Codillec Eldor*do, new car trade in.
1976 Pontiac Cutlass Salon, 10,000 mfles, demonstrator
1973 V w •, new car trade in.
,
1*

1971 Pontiac Bonneville,4doortard tap,loaded.
1971 Ford Wagon
197I Ford Maverick,4 door,automatic and air

PURDOM
Olds Peoria( - Codibor
N•it

BIG HOUSE for family,"
renters help pay. FiVe
bedrooms, 3 baths,
- fireplace,- central heat. - Call 753-9612.

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and 1973 12 x 641 Criterion,
34. Houses For Rent
fully furnished, and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
carpeted. Call 753-5807.
and Clark. Lar_gest
COUNTRY HOME, 30
selection in Western
---acrea-Threehedroom,6
-Kentucky- -7534424;
gs, e
ry
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
References. Call 753FOR RENT - large
Ky.
2594 after 9 p. m.
mobile home on lake.
Blood River .area. $60
36 For Rent Or Lease
month. Call 436-2427.
Oldest home

IR,
- dinette set. Two year old
E.
G.
frostless
refrigerator and a
child's chest of drawers.
Call 753-3103.

MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy-direct and save on
all - Mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

CUSTOM

1th
'
BALDWIN
and
"
wpm-- -Rent- to 'par,
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across 1,LOYDS lilt WATT'S AMFM 8 track solid state
from Post Office, Paris,
stereo, with G. E. turTennessee,. Also,.
ntable. 1125 or best
Antique Mall, C
offer. Call 753-4029.
Scjuare,
Murray,
Kentucky.
UPRIGHT PIANO in
good condition, perfect
for beginner. Recently
refinished. Call.753-3257
dor 753-4140.

nalkard Cieuteilien AreQue
"
h
Gin
!"
.
lei Woe Rein • 753-111A

49 Used Car' & Trucks

46 Homes For Sale

NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new'sprayequipment 1 E OLD Horsetrading
Agri- for
spring.
Post and Auction.
Products has them. Call
General merchandise
753-2958.
wholesale and retail.
-Used furniture, antique
toys, throw rugs, throw
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
pillows, consignments'
needs. Call AAA Fence
taken. Fier market
Supply Co., 1444,-,165,
space available."' We
PadtiOtill,KY•
_
buy, sell or,.
de,

owned & operated
-nica
--1
gov
-r
ay Co.

.

Miscellaneous

753-5881
and

Sf

Po,

Supplies

43 Real Estdte
grlifT:121TTI'llr
.
_
- home at a bargain price.
Home, . is
well- _
constructed and insulated, has 2 bedrooms,
bath, livign room and
kitchen. Located- on
quiet street in nice
_neighborhood. Also
outside storage building.
Priced at only $12,750.
Don't delay, call us_
today on this excellent
buy. KOPPERUD
REALTY:753-1222
APPROXIMATELY 112
acres located on Ky. 280
near the TVA Wildcat
Creek recreation area.
Proieky is on both sides
of the road with a Fong
road frontage that could

FOR
SALE

51 Services Offered

FEN E ,SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor -at 75.1-281E Ebr
, free eitimates or your
needs.

Fire

GUTTERING,_ BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
guttlers installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate"

GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
753-51162
doors• Window glass
Ems 7 fil _
mirrors, and atito_glass
-replacement.
FOR SALE• A 2 bedroom
Complete Glass,
country home, in the' Dixieland
Shopping
Southwestern part of
Center, 753-0180.
Calloway. County with
private _PAINT:LNG interior and
and
surroundings. Partially
exterior. Texture ceiling
carpeted' and paneled.
and sbeetrock finish/rig.
.
•11 1m,edialmmvpsssessionemaireiatHialpiirANorley-;Call 7534734 for further
0708.
information.

floors. „Nice lakeview
30. IN. limn trail mini
ELECTRICAL. WIRING
ABC REGISTERED-Irishhome in ----excellent
Greet
home and industrial, air
Setter, male, 18 months
condition. Call 753-8080
Gift. Good price. Call
and
conditioning,
old.'
Housebroken,
or come by 105N. 12th,
753-7327.,
30 Business Rentals
refrigeratiota; heating.
gentle with • children.
BOYD MAJORS REAL,.
48 Autamollve
Call 474-8841.
ESTATE,
86 x 60, 806 CHESTNUT. Good watchdog. $100.00
firm. Call 762-3397 8 a.
Northside Shopping
ONE TWO BARREL
Center. Calk 753-0425 orCOZY COMFORT is the - carburatO-r and DRLiEWANS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
753-1527.
word for this attractive
manifold. Can be seen at
REGISTERED
estimates. Call Clifford
three bedroom brick '109 South 12th.
31 Want To Rent
LABRADORS, $100
Garrison 753-5429.
veneer home on wooded
each. Registration
lot in -Westwood
corner
49,Used Cars 8 Trucks
ROY HARMON'S CarHOUSE WITH SPACE for
papers being processed.
Subdivision. City water
penter
Shop.
horse. Call 753-8430.
If interested call 753and sewer, 2 baths, all 1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
Professionals.
Building,
8613.
kitchen,__
built-ins in
remodeling, repairing.
'50,000 miles $1700. Call
TWO BEDROOM house
central heat and air,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
753-3185.
or larger. Unfurnished.
MUST SELL Yorkshire
patio, 2 car garage with
Street, next to Drive-In
Preferably East of
Terrier, 6 month old,
concrete
double
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Theatre.
Murray. See or call
male. Call 767-2474.
driveway. New, and
Electra 225 has all
James Sills, 753-0798.
ready for someone to
power and air, cruise ELECTROLUX SALES
AKC' REGISTERED
move right in. You will
control.
Extra clean car.
and service. Call Topy
32. Apartments For Rent
black and tan German
love the up-to-theMontgomery, 753-6760,
$1575. Also have 1958
Shepherd puppies. Male
minute appointtnents.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
rebuilt
or night. _
Edsel
Pacer
with
day
- $75.00. Female - $50.00.
Do come and see for
apartments. Carpet,
engine and refinished
Call 753-2329.
yourself. GUY SPANN
- disposal, range,
body, $600. If interested
UPHOLSTERING
REALTY
refrigpratoe, urn ethnic
uall
--Arstorrrabd .pevivvilLints
T1Uw
Q1TAL1TY
753-7724.
Sycamore,
dryer hookup Private
_ntlantiques_ Call 753-4493
dnbtLs, cliaiiipron -bred
patio. Call 753-7550.
or 753-9232.
pLYMOUTE1
19/2
from stock. Now being
REALTORS
DUSTER. 340 engine,
shown. Call 753-0672
TRASH SERVICE.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
_power sleeting and
Garde'eS elaneri-Wistr
'town - houteS; carpet,
brakes. Tape player.
hauled off. Warehouses,
dishwasher, • disposal,
43
chrome wheels. $1,000.
barns, etc. Call 767-2357,
range, refrigerator,
South 121h-at Sycamore
Can be seen at 66
washer-dryer hookup.
WANT TO MOVE OUT? , TELEPHONE 753-1651
9th
and
Station,
Central heat and air.
INSULATION BLOWN in
Three bedroom brick in
Chestnut, call 753-0165,
Private deck. Call 753by Sears save on these
Sherwood Forest has.2
dfi *Imes For "Sale
after 6, 753-0574.
high heat and cooling
7550.
lovely baths, dining
bills. Call Doug Taylor
room with beautiful ,NEW THREE- bedroom, 1968 Ls TONPICKUP. V-8
at 753-2310 for free
central air and heat.
chandelier.
Family
good' condition. $700
estimates.
Will consider trade.
- room with fireplace,
. • •
Call 753-2290.
FOR RENT
$27,000. Call 753-3672.
tb wall carpeting in
a -rooms, built-in kitNice small furnished
1976 BUICK REGAL, WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
chen with one 'wall HOUSE AND LOT, 407_13..
3 bedroom house.
automatic, power and
carpentry work. Phone
Ideal for 3 college
brick. Central heat and
3rd Street, Murray, K. • air, bucket seats, AM527-9959.''
students, girls or
air,r and
Elsie Bizzell, call 753attached
F stereo tape. 350 four
boys. Phone 753-5865
garage: Large utility
4418. Price7$7,500.
ba el:. tall 489-2666.
or 753-5108.
room, could be used as.
LICENSED ELEC.
ef-prompt
study. Priced in upper
'IRICIAN
-1971 TORINO, air, new
.Fer Sale
'30's.`
service-. NO job
K9PFERUD
tires, good condition, ficient
THREE ROOM UNBrick,
3
REALTY, 753-1222. We
By Owner Call Ernest
small.
too
one owner. $1150. Call
FURNISHED " apartbedrooms, 11
/
2 baths,
work in all kinds of
753-0605.
White,
7534257, ••.
in
ment. Located
large den, 2 car
weather.
Sedalia. Call 435-4349.
ggage, central heat
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
1963 FORD cuntuuutzed
WE HAVE PROSPECTS
and air, near Murray
TANK and backhoe
von,, mag wheels, 8
for three bedroom
High.. Low 30's, Call
work needs call John
teack stereo Must see to
homes up to Ulf .20's. " 753-6935 after 6:00
Lane. Phone...71646V or
FOR
appreciate,. - Call 492Come
by
Wilson
p.m.
436-2586.
. RUT
8441
Insurance and Real
Nice furnished apartEstate, across from the
ment- for Z_Z-4r---4
pust-OffIre or Call /53- PRICE REDUCED!
Separate workshop, 3
college girls. Close to..
3263.
Ask for
bedrooms, 2 , baths,
campus. Phone 753family room, office
5865‘or 75.
3-5108.
TWO ACRES OF land
Space, landscaped, near •
east of Alrrip on blacktop
shopping. Call 7534300.
road. Call 753-4418.
FURNfSL1ED
APARTMENT for rent. Close to
M.S.U. Call 753-6564.
•

Mangrum's

•PRESCRWTIONS
-*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*IF AD/NC BR ANDS Of COSMETICS

Country Sausage
-'
1•
at our local grocry

We guarantee you'ilLlike

Noe Johnson
.
woriting &teat
Hairdresser
Beauty Shop
is now

201 So.5th

Thurs.Jri.,& Sat.'s
Only
bine *Mid lite to invite
her former patrons
andAsiessissocall hallotaiipoinTment at
aN

753-3530
Tiatfier

CLEAN-MO

experieneed, ver,
- reasonable rated;
ra tare
--estimates. Qillek &AlitCall 753-5827 or 753-061E'

-

'753 1441

Police

753-1421

Rescue

753-6952

Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Humane Society

153-9331

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those stna0
plumbing jobs done! Then call 753-4614.

153-5131

53

153-3994

Comprehensive
Care
.

Pitons

me *"11d16411114
homesites or ,compurposes.
mercial
Properly is nicely
TILE - TILE =' TILE
U.,
John
wooded.
47 Motorcycles
Complete patio and
505
Realtor,
.
Neubauer,porches, brick and tile,
Main St., 753-0101 or
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
showers,
entrance,
753Ratterree,
Brice
, Motorcycle trailer. 1975
kitchens
Call
J. R.
5921.
Honda 550 four with
Hamilton, 753-8500.
windjammer. Call 758-PANORAMA S RES.2226.
FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
nice 3 bedroom, 1 bath
Service.
Residential;
1976 YZ 80 Yamaha.
frame home on North
mobile home-hookur
Excellent condition..
Skyline Drive with
and service. Licensed.
$425. Call 753-8257.
electric wall ' heat,
Roger Fain, 435-4539. -

WALLIS DRUG I

HOUSEICEEPING
services available. Call
753-1495.

NEED TREES cutVr
firewood,land
carpenter-work or light hauling. Call 753-4707.

if You
Need Them:

Offered

WILL DO babysitting
ahytinie. Call 7.534260.

fIFIYFRA1 .-1, .BACKTIOE
U "UA
ork; white 'gravel,
SUPREME, AM-FM
bank gray& Call 438stereo, tape, tilt, power
2306
window and seat, factory wheels. New tires.
FOR A FREE estimate
' Call 492-8566.
on all stump removal.
Contact,K and S Stump
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
Removal, 435-4348 or
cylinder, automatic, 34
753-9490.
ton. Call 435-4113 alter 6.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
50. Campers
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.
16' TRAILER,• camper.

.-

753-7511

Senior Censors . 153-0919
learn lo hid

Feed And Seed

EMT CLASS Clover
Hay.
First
claim.
Timothy Hay. Cell
Barney Herndon,, 3113::

1534612

Poison Control .

153-2211

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
'Times-'
/
WET BASEMENT? Wemake 4 wet 'basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. , Call .or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone _day or
night 442-7026.

1,000 BALES OF Jaii
Hay. Call 435-4578.
.
54. Free Column
FREE PART German
• Shepherd, 6 month old,
fectionate and
housebroken. Call. _75381162.

=MB
WANTED ROOM and
board for elderly lady.
Able to walk a_nd take._
care of herself. Call 7537536.

Attention Farmers!

rent, at Riviera-dourta.
Call 753-3180:

, FURNISHED APART-,
-41ENT ip New Concord.
•. $60--a---rtioitth. Call 436- a
\1- _2427.

51 Servites

1977 CAMARO, AM - FIREWOOD: CliT to
stereo. Six cylinder. One
order. Also split rail
month old..Call 767-2550.
fences. Will deliver. Call
; evenings 9014474569.

Sleeps six. Call 753-4904,

BY OWNER. 406 South 0th
Street. Brick, 24 baths. UpStairs - 3 bedrooms, storage
room, wall to wall carpet
Two bedrooms downstairs,
large living room, don, kit' chef, and (Nernst room-titssueo front pords-tettb
'heat Double glass enclosed
back porch 2 fireplaces,one
- gaslag. Large full basement
- carpeted,
batik four'
separate rooms, laundry
room; one kitchen sink,
shower. Double car garage
with extra room in back,
insulated.
completely
Double paved driveway,one
brick outbuilding, fruit
trees. 1 of an acre. Completely fenced._

51. Services Oileieti

Murray Ford Tractor
Under New Ownership

Parts Dept. Now Open

•

520 South 4th St.
753-9482

Attention
the Citizens of the
City of Murray:
The City of Murray ii going to have a BRUSH
pickup starting January 17 - March 18 of 1977.
This is a BRUSH pickup only! Below is a set of
rules that aost, be followed to insure that your
brush will be fireked
-Brush and tree trimmings must be cut and
placed within 10' of the edge of street with butt
ends facing the street. Brush must be no larger
thn"
.
at butt-onds-asid 8' EP 4-agil, Brush -ism
not be picked up if vines, briars, wire,lumber,or
other foreign objects are mixed in with brush. Pivrorr.lo, We.nod abide by these repletion'. '
'
Do Not Call The Offic
noTiiiake special6iiis
Who

-

,
Robert N. But1eri5upervisor
Deport of Streets-Sonitation\,
StreefDivision
Murray, Kentucky

cIrtal
'Estate
Purdom

Pricing

Rtaltor Pat Mobley
ThorYrsam Real Estate

and

For Best Profit

Without any doubt ifu•
most important element
selling a home is plaiting the
'404 value iin.4.-Wheri you
gel right dow/in to it, its the
-prise, more than any*ing
eke- which well skate -hrwvfast hir slow): how profitahlS
tor ulprotilably)it will sell.,
,..,_hest . selling
price! Pg'atignal i.sperienie
has proven conclusively that
_it vow property is posed at
inception within V'y .11)01e
'fair market value rangCT the'
shanse of making a dean,
inas dollar sale during the
-early staget is TIN TIMTS
greater than otherwise.
'
Buyers two, to somparn.
eYo
ProPerliev_inot • iisimpeling
'favorably do not sell. Over-

prising at inception causes
loperltes to,bet0Me'
'ShOpiiM
yaluidyle--- time and
-buyers are Ion Uriever.
Ultimately all properties seil
OW 1114'4 true value by come

'spas:44

7.111.41311 -

1111:141111 411 an inflated priie.

arrive at this
k_ny saiue? Drop jr
.y
ii)
OM
office
if 'you're.
thinking of selling vow
horns. and weir show you. ,
Non do yrIcr

consutting with
\mop,
L.state,
ne.w,

about their real

-wourveciai4 Drop to r,,,

dlieit Thurman
...11171.111 on th,
s
1 square of call Pat
Mo y
5.3-41,7
or

twee tolostp.

,
898- %Ver

.k

•

•

•
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I Deaths and funerals -1

Carter To Begin Work
Without Three Of Cabinet

..
Drop.
LContinred from Page 11

Atkins To Investigate
Purchase Of Orphanage

Men a public nearing will
be held in mid-February,
MeGuffey said, to give any -*
person an op-- thiaroperty, along with the interested
r itANKr Oka,
'
comment.
to
portunity
14,'ASI.LINGTON
an Tuesday., under, an ,cid. Budget and Cbarles K.entucky State Auditor
three dormitory • units for
the bearing
said
McGuffey
President Carter will begin agreement to limit..4ebateto sc1tZe_010,c irmag of the._ tgoi;gt+ Atkins says V wants 41686,000,
Leaeuasthedeueinpal.
Cleatus Il..k Dunn, foninerly work %kith:kit thref of/YR'
be-advertieed at least- 10
eicarhourSlife enate wil! president's
ouncil
Of • to know whether taxpayers 100 acres, a' residence and wfli
of the Penny comminity in
advance, and that
Cabinet nominees who have to turn to Bell.
Economic Advisers
got their money's worth when 835,0(x) mere than he had paid days in
a oway County. died this wait a east u
Vernie Wyatt of
will be sent
.
invitations
special
week
to
next
until
• t
Seri. Edward W. Brooke, R'the state bought former or- for the entire piece of property
.
active in
morning.at five o'clock at his take office_ —_ - - __mass,amt•therslwontedlifne
Kirksey_Route One died
alLth9se_who_were
,
to
T'haitli"e--1
"
"
1"
1 ---ite11-r- III Triafila
6
.4
- r—
Thursday arf.1S-P.mTit the home in Iltron, Cfhio. He Was
out the recehr
hammering
A few hours after Carter ,to review ,the extensive .- '.... . .
Morehead in Rowan County.
He noted that Burchett has legislation.
Murray-Calloway County 66 year?bf agt and had been.in -took the oath of office on the. conimittee
testimony on Bell's
(Continued from Page 4)
The $685,000 purchase last said
he- hopes, with
1105spital. She was 89 years of failing health for some time. Capitol . steps 'Thursday, the civil rights record.
Anyone wishing to comment
-During this emergency, all year has been defended by the development..T6-make the or to 'Cross-examine -another
age and the .wife of A. D.' Mr.-.Dtum is survived by one Senate, confirmed by voice
After voting on Bell, the s
. ChoolS "will begin one _hour Department for Human remainder of the property witness must notify the InWyatt ..who died April 20, 19Th. daughter, Mrsj3etty Reed of .viite eight of his Cabinet nothination of labor
economist later'each day, and buses will. Resources, which uses the worth up to $3 million.
sons,
Donald
a
MurraTi
two
was
deceased
The
surance Department 48 hours
choices,and two nominees for Marshall will be taken up,-.
making_
hour' 'three buildings and 17 acres
be
routes,.
one
to
me,
does
not
member of the Locust Grove Dium,of_Mayfield and Marvin topeconom
-That,
before the hearing, MeGuffey
,
e4,
1
. osts.
with. no Bine limit yet set on
with
he added. School will for a juvenile treatment constitute I good deal for the • said.
Church of the Nazarene at Dunn of Roseville, Mich.; one
t Republican debate. This is unlikely to be
But • . se
bedismissed in the afternoon center.
state ... it constitutes a good
. Kirksey. - Born November 3, sister, Mrs. Aubrey Meadows senators eniandedmOre tifle.
"I expect it to be a fairly
But Atkins- said-Thursday-.
at the regular time.
'•
1887, she was the daughter of of Akron Ohio; eleven For debate and roll-call votes 4)ef
s°4
0.ne
eiWednesdaY
7dial.''for the' de--Vaipir," long hearing," he said:-"T
conservative :Each , school has-been in- he's not sure the state made-a Atkins said.
the late-Dempsey Calvin Riley grandchildren *including on the nominations of Joseph Republicans,
expect more participation in
including Sens. structed to revise its schedule- good buy, and his office will
He said he would investigate this one than in any other
and , Britt Annie McCallon .:Bichard, Stephen, and Paul C. Califano Jr. to be secretary Paul Laxalt of
Nevada and so that the most productive conduct a probe to find out.
'
compensation
aed Of Murray; two great of -health, - education and
the appraisal made before the
Orrin G..• Hatch of -Utah, op- and _beneficial education plan
"At this point, we're not .etate bought the property and workmen's
Mrs. Wyatt is survived by, grandchildren.
past."
the
filing
in
welfare, Griffin B; Bell to be
Funeral arrangements are attorney general and F. Hay pose Mars-hall as too prulabor, may be continued for the talking about - wPether the also whether there were more
public
seven daughters, four sons,
particularly-because he favors Andvras Aisn_recess tirnr transaction was legal or .epAronnii;.t etteruatie.. .such..- McGakfey said
,-thir4y4wo _grandchildrep, mr_amplete.. _.accur_ding to Mliall tube .*‘.._71 et_o_i_.1 of
Atkuis said. "Wririe as cOntitalitlg to rent it, -or
wim-'417----W
reaAlf4tr -Tmlwhours; and,other ac- dLaa
sixty-seen great -grand- family members: me standard
labor.,
, states
to
ban
the
talking
abb-tit the proper
nvities
willbe
carefully
—
great
directly from the
children, and five great
buyinglc
the Insurance
for
dure
-None of the nominations was union shop.
managenient of state final,
: Baptista in the first
_
- - place.
grandchildren; - --ent.
considered in jeopardy. All II
The
only
.Cabinet
onnunaiegrz--Th
(vs
e,,
--m-t-t
vw
i
woafrd- of
The daughters, are Mrs.
nominees e%previously -won ,s40
. on Thursday were those
•'Was the.transaction in the
Jessie Mason, Kirksey Route
FAlucationhas
also
approved
a best interest of the taxpayers?
„coniSenate
approval of
,in which no senator asked for
One, Mrs. Avis Crouch, Mrs.
uttees.'.
• roll call voteLeaders ininimuni_sehool day during Was it a good deal? These-are
igi tett ta-- the procedure 'to 11*
enl
"
gencY"- the-questionVlieed-to bk.
all of
Ragdalene
voted .on Monday after a spare senators time to attend aitcoi mg to Fred - Schultz, answered." he said.
Mayfield, Mrs. Mavis Ronan,
superintendent of Murray
A household community
kbate limited- to two hours. the inaugural festivities,
Officials of the Finance and
Citythe Steve Sen. R6brriV.,Nekwood,II- In order, the Senate Schools.
00%
-Vter
Adniinistration Department,
Berline- Morgan. Murray Alexander family whose home the., sought the delay in order
began
'
ThiS shortened day
confirmed: Secretary of
which approved the purchase,
Route One, and Mrs. Ratline and contents were destroyed to express opposition to
today, and will run through said they will not comment.
Defense
Harold
Brown;
Crick, Paducah. The sons are by fire Wednesday night will Califano's stand against
January
31,
1977.
During
this
Secretary of the Interior Cecil
until . officially notified of
Davis, Raymond,: and Luther be held at the Woodmen of the abertions.
period of. tint-Abe following Atkins-investigation.•
Andrus;Secretary
of
-Wyatt, all,of Detroit. Mich., World Hall, Third and Maple
Treasury
W.
Michael schedule will be observed:
The former Baptist orand Wesley -Calvin Wyatt._ Streets, Murray,from 10:00 a.
Carter Elementary and phanage buildings and land
Blumenthal; Secretary of
Kirksey Route One.
m:to 3:00 p. m. on Saturday,'
State Cyrus Vance;- Secretary -Murray Middle , School will had been leased to the state-as
Funeral services will be January 22.
•
of Commerce Juanita Kreps; begin at 9:00 a. m. and a juvenile treatment center
held Sunday at two p.m. at the
Pricesof stocks of local interest at noon
Members of the Tau Pbi
Secretary
of Housing and dissmiss at 2:30 p. m.
since-19/1 for $20,000 a year.
753-9668
by
Times
Ledger
&
the
furnished
to
chapel of the Linn _Funeral Lambda Sor'ority will be at the today
_Robertson Elementary and
sma Urban. Development Patricia
1. M.Simon Co. are as follows :
In July, 1975, the Kentucky
Shopping Center
Dixieland
Rev,
the
-withBenton,
Home,
Murray High School will open Baptist Child Care Board sold
• ,
. y building throughout the day to
•
Gerald •Tabert officiating. receive the items for the- (misty,
Williams Owners
Tommy
8.
Debbie
--30--a4414.
and
dismissat
Agriculture Bob Ber-gland-andthat siroperty
aajacent
Burial wi1Toflàw in the Wyatt family,. Their home on the ---,are°,
"
" Secretary of Transportation
- tract of ---abbUt- 100 acres to
.
4 unc
Am. Motors
Cemetery in Calloway County. Penny-Airport Road burned
All buses will run one hour Larry Breeze of- Morehead for
Brock Adams.
All
34t.
S
k
Friends may call at the including all contents except tsr
than
their
regular
8620,000.
8,1911
+
The Senate also approved later
m.
a.
after
ten
funeral home
on their , m
For a.few Clothes and a desk. ;Ford Moior,
.1
-.
4 Thomas B. Lance- as director
schedulesfie
resold ,the entire
Saturday.
— OFF
this period
od of- proFierty to_t_Telbert Burchett,
41-h
rs11----------:
e )
?1,,a,
Residing at the home Werete
of the -Office of Management- runs_duringttme. ,fternoefthus
schedwesi
Gen.
Tire
Ste4eintabis-wiferSarah, her
a Grayson developer, fOr
Goodrich
28,
2
LAKE DATA
will remainthe same.
, Mrs. Lillie McAlvoy, Pull Oil.
mother,
—Sale Jan. M through Jon.28—
, $650,000.
_Theausgak..12
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 355.5,
Pennwalt
2932%
Alen_
a
3414
iefr.5
,
narlelfirm
•
ma.
•
--d8loni
rooms andand offices willat bought the three orphanage
Larry Cunningham, and
Republic Steel
,Free Delivery on purchases of $5.00 and ever
down 0.1.
2383
':
--":
daughter, Lisa Cunningham. Singer Mfg
68 degrees during this period buildings and 17 acres from
Free Perkingi
—Tappan-„
, ,
+16
- -- - -Barkley-Lake, 7- a trior35.5-.4,'
and children should " be Burchett for $685,000.
Western Union
,,,,,, 19.• 4-La
Persons
may
still
register
Below dam 316.0.
Zenith Radio' •
2314 -L8
cornfertable_at -Atkins-criticized the tran- •
--for the &Print Safe Boating dresseil MA*,
watch For,OtherSpecials
temperature.
The saction earlier this week in a
this
.Prices of stock of local interest at noon and Seamaoship Course being
For Correct
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
cooperation
of
all
school
column he wiites for weekly
In The Dixieland Shopping Center
'runes by First of Michigan, Corp., of held each Tuesday from 7:00
ap- newspapers.
Federal State Market News Service Murray,are as follows:
to 9:00 p. m.at the Carr Health patrons will be greatly
during
this
January 21, 1977
•
The state, he said,
Building, Murray State preciated
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog . Market Heublein Inc,,,,,
30'• unc
emergency,Schultz said. _
"purchased- only 17-acres -of
itepta•DatruatIrituying.Mationa
_- :Maio
504. lee.

Cleatus L. Dunn Is
Dead At Age.Of 66

Mrs. Vernie Wyatt
tries At Hospital;
Funeral Is Sunday

G2c

•

Shower-Saturday
For Family Who
Lost Home By fire

Al,

Plants...10°
/0

Persons ay Still
Enroll In Course

Purchase Area
Hog Market

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
Day or Night

lpDIAL 753-6363
Courtesy

Receipts: Act. 237 Est. 1160 Barrows &
GilLs .50-.75 higher sows steady - 1.00
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs
$40.25-40.75
US 1-3200-240 lbs
$39.75-40.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. .
,,13.3.00-39.75
US 3-4 260-2801bs
$38.00-39.00
Sows
I

,SOPLEtgiBANIC
Mi0WWAY

IT.

a

Ponderosa Systems
6'- one
Kimberly Clark
42 um
Union Carbide
58 -'6
W. R Grace
30'. +
Texaco
„,,
28 -'6
General Elec.
53'• -'•
GAF Corp
12L6
Georgia Pacific
35 -1
r

8

The cost will be $5.00 per
person for registration and
textbook fee with a reduced
charge for each additional
family member, according to

Sale Starts Saturday

,

US 1-3 300-450 lbs
VS 1-3 450-630lbs.
11S-1-33f0-501.1 lbs.
Boars 17 00-20 00

. ,
$32.00-34.50
$34,00-35.00 few 36.00
$31.80-12.00

Jim Walters
..
Kirscji
Disney.
Franklin Mint

_

36 unc
174 -4- Zs
43,
6 -Li706 -16

NY PAY
MORE?

Kenlake Flotilla 274-of--the U.
S. Coast Guard,sponsor of the
class in cooperation with
- Murray State University.
Classes will be held each
Tuesday for fourteen weeks
through-Apr-449.

Baptist Men's Day
To Be Observed At
Sinking Spring

FREE!
The Clinic Pharmacy
now brings to' you, our snow-bound patrons, the all new FREE

YELLOW SNOWMOBILE DELIVERX SERVICE!
The names may have changed, but the serviceis
still the best-in town. Nothing can stop Mrs. Bea and
the.yELLOW SNVWMOB1LE
from bringing your precriptions ,directly to your
.door, quickly and efficiently and, at no extra:charge
to you. Apparently we are all unable to fight the
snows forever, so join the many others who have
turned,themselves over to us and the

YELLOW SNOWMOBILE!
DON'T FORGET ABOUT OUR 15% ALL-INCLUSIVE DISCOUNT PROGRAM!
Watch for future
Drive-in Window Specials!
Phone your prescriptions in ahead and they will be
.ready when you arrive at our 'Counter or our Drivein Window!

Clinic Pharmacy
5th and Walnut Streets Telephone 753-8302

Baptist Men's Day will be
observed Sunday, January 23,
-at the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church with William B. Miller
as the guest speaker for the
eleven a. m. services:
The men will present special
music.including "Because He
Lives” and "Mansion Over
The Hilltop," with Tommy
Scott as director and Mrs:
Scott as pianist and Mrs. Jim
_Neale as organist.
•
'
Jim Kuykendall, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning-services and Rade&
Parks will read the seripture
and lead in prayer.
• The Youth Choir will meet
at 5:30 p. m. Sunday for
practice and will sing in the
evening services with David
Smotherman to read ,the
scripture and lead in prayer.
Testimonies will be by John
Brown; Daryl Miller, Gerald
Cooper, and'Joe Gamblin.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m. and Church Training at
six p. m. Nursery workers will
be Mrs. Elizabeth Furches
and Mrs. 1,ettieliall.

Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Suitor
Rev. Joseph Suitdr of
Princeton will be the guest
speaker at the 10:45,.a. m.
worship services on Sunday,
January 23, at the- First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets, Murray.
The Jay of 'Forgiveness'"
Will be •thè. subject of the
sermon by Dr. Suitor.
Scriptures will be ftom
Psalms 32 and Luke 15:17-24.
• Kathy Mowery will be the
choir director and Jim Wright
will be organist.
Announcements aiere made
of Adult Choir rehearsal,...on
Wednesday at 6:
"
0 p.m. and a
chili Supper f
the entire
church on Sunday,January 30,
at six p.

•

While They Last!

OUR REGULAR 99C TO $1.99

FALL FABRICS
PER
INCH

Full Bolts, Part Bolts, Dress Lengths
atPrjflted lersey,. Printed Cotton. Challis.
Printed Knits ahd many, many others!

Save Sitl to 32e2 yet on noVir Spring 77

STRIPED AND SOUP

S
S

CALCUTTA
80115
Vieogrht,
• Vat Pc4yrster 50% Colton
• Near Multr Corm Stropm
Fastorm r *tom
• Pk.
• *WO, Pant

• "from our
OUR REGULAR $199 TO $3..99 YD.
• FASHION FABRICS

s 88

Reounor Stock t

Law Sokcuen Fan & Winter
Fashion Fabehis now wino up
.
1w ben
8340 a rod Hen,

s

YD. 5
S.S.S *,*

*%

4

%

NEW SPRING 1977
Compare These Anywhere at $3.00 to $5.00 yd.

KNITS
POLYESTER
•
.Peeded 10u:flock Kntis
rUll-flohn, hor-httle
• New Vertti al A liortrontai Strom,
, • 100% Poliester Kmt.
a PO;mffY
rms.!greatlinen L oak'Soh&
•-..Pulve•aer A lollon Arms • titer, For brit urle.l.on

FIRST

131. ALITY

DRAPERY,

VALUE
UPHOLSTERY
PRINTED
DRAPERY.

Compariat 4100 to i 00

1 .,

EXPANDED

GUARANTEE
rf after purchne of Fabnc from REMNAN T h1OUSE is nod
that you, can purchase the Identical east qualit‘ fabric from
on ogler retail/L.+ .11 the trade area at a lower prxe,
REMNANT'HOUSE witl kheerfulh., refund

S

the difference.

\omparit at $4 tkl to ii,00 id
199

lowly Sotafi•o
Yhu must to Comoiroth "goy putt-NW Of pour
mow tax*,

FABRIC MART
aft 204 W. WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.'

\:

5(M .Th)
6(Friday)

9 5:30 (Saturday) Ina

>
4

